
CO3IMENTS OF THE 
AMERICAN FEDEKATION OF LABOR 

AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIOKS 
ON THE NOTICE OF PROPOSED Rlli'LELIIAKING BY THE 

DEPARTRIENT OF LABOR TO REVISE THE REGGLATIONS 
IMPLEMENTiNG THE FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT 

The American Federation of Labor and Congess of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) 
submits these comments in response to the Notice of Proposed Rulernaking (NPRM) by 
the Emplopent  Standards AdministrationiWage and Hour Division of the Department 
of Labor (Department or DOL) with respect to the regulations implementing the Family 
and Medical Leave Act, 24 U.S.C. 8 2601 et seg. (FMLA or the Act), at 29 C.F.R. Part 
825. 73 Fed. Reg. 7876 (Feb. 1 1,2008). Fifty three national and intemational unions 
that collectively represent approximately nine million workers belong to the AFL-CIO. 
Together, we have a vital stake in the scope and effectiveness of the FMLA, not just for 
workers covered by collectir, e bargaining aseements, but also for the American 
workforce in general.' 

This NPRM follows two significant events. First, in Ragsdnle v. C.Yctlvcrinc World Wide, 
IEC., 535 U.S. 8 1,88 (2002). the U.S. Supreme Court held that the Secretary of Labor 
lacked the statutory authority to promulgate the penalty provision in 29 C.F.R. 
825.700(a), which states, "[ilf an employee takes paid or unpaid leave and the employer 
does not designate the leave as FMLA leave, the leave taken does not count against an 
employee's FMLA entitlement." The NPRM addresses the Court's decision in Ragsdale 
by revising this categorical penalty provision.2 

Second, the Department published a Request for Infomation (RFI) in 2006 on a wide 
range of issues related to the FMLA regulations. 71 Fed. Reg. 69504 (December 1, 
2006). The RFI elicited over 15,000 commel~ts fi-om workers and their families, health 
care professionals, employers, advocacy organizations, and worker representatives, 
including the AFL-CIO' and several of its affiliated unions. See 73 Fed. Reg. at 7879. 
The Departmei~t published a report in response to these comments in June 2007. FAMILY 
AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT REGC~LATIONS: A REPORT ON THE DEPARTVENT OF LABOR'S 
REVLEST FOR INFORMATIOS, 72 Fed. Reg. 35550 (June 28,2007) [hereinafter DOL 
Report]. 

The Depa~ment now proposes to make dozens of changes to the regulations, the krast 
majority of which impose tighter controls on the taking of FMLA leave in response to the 
urging of the busi~less community. Workers gain some informational rights under this 
proposal, but little else. 

' Working America. our community affiliate. has subnlitted separate comments in this mlemaking. 
The NPRM notes that lower courts have also found irtvalid Section 825.lOO(d), a related notice and 

penalty prot~ision. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7877-7878, 
' The AFL-CIO's submission in that proceeding is Doc. R329A. We refer to it in these comments as 
"AFL-CIO RFI Comntents" or "AFL-CEO Comments." 



There is no reliable evidence demonstrating widespread problems with FMLA leave. We 
therefore urged the Department in our comlnents to the RFI not to upset the balaslce 
struck between the needs of workers and employers under the current regulatiotls. This 
remains our position today. Any greater protections proposed for workers are far 
outweighed by the increased burdcr~s they and their health care providers will face under 
this revised regulatory regime. 

The Department also seeks public comment on issues to be addressed in final regulations 
regarding military fkmily leave. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7876. We have not addressed these 
issues here, but have joined the coinrnents of the National Partnership for IVomeil and 
Families on these issues. We urge the Department to promulgate regulations on military 
leave under the FMLA as soon as possible. 

Before addressing the specific provisions of the NPRM, we think it is inlportant to review 
the context in which this rulemaking occurs, including key aspects of the Department's 
Report. 

Background 

Although the FMLA covers only slightly more than half of all workers in the United 
States: and provides for unpaid leave, the Department has concluded that "[nlo 
employment law matters more to America's caregiving workforce than the Family and 
Medical Leave Act." DOL Report, 72 Fed. Reg. at 35550. "Broad consensus" exists not 
only "that family and medical leave is good for workers and their families," but that it "is 
in the public interest, and is good workplace policy." Id. 

The Department has published two studies of the FMLA since the statute's enactment. In 
1995, it released the results of a survey of workers and employers conducted by the 
bipartisan Commission on Family and Medical Leave, A WORKABLE BALANCE: REPORT 
70 COUGRFSS 0'1 FAWLY AND MEDIC.\L LEAVE POLICIES.~ The Department contracted 
with Westat, Inc., four years later to update that report. In January 2001. it published the 
results in BALANCING THE NEEDS OF FAMILIES A ~ D  EMPLOYERS: FAMILY 4 N D  MPDICAL 
LEAVE SURVEYS, 2000 UPD'ATE [hereinafter Westat Report]." 

The Westat Report, like its predecessor is based on the results of separate e~nployer and 
employee surveys. remains the only comprehensive empirical survey of FMLA leave 
conducted to date. Two of the most significant findings of the report relate to usage and 
non-usage. According to Westat's employee survey, "approximately 18.3 percent of 
covered and eligible leave-takers," or "between 2.2 and 3.3 rnillion people," took leave 
under the Act during the surr, ey period. ?4iestat Report at 3- 13. While according to the 
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employer survey, "bettveen 4.6 - million to 6.1 million took advantage of the FMLA" 
during that period. Zd. at 2- 14. ' On the other hand, the fact that FMLA leak e is unpaid 
remains a major obstacle to etnploqee usage. According to tliestat, .'[ijn the 2000 suney, 
the most commonly noted reason fbr not taking leave was being unable to afford it. 
reported by 77.6 percent of leave-needers." li;! at 2-16. 111 addition, "the vast majority 
(87.8%) of these leave-needers would have taken leave had they been able to receive 
some additional pay while away from work." Id. at 2- 16 - 2-1 7. 

Cliestat also surveyed the effects of complying with the FMLA on business perfomance. 
It reported that 76.5 % of businesses saw no noticeable effect on productivity; 87.6 9'0 
found no noticeable effect on profitability, and 87.7% found no noticeable effect on 
growth. Sixty seven percent of employers reported no noticeable eEect on employee 
productivity, and 76.3 % reported 110 noticeable effect on employee absences. Westat 
Report at 6-8. In addition, "(t/tze majoriv of col*ered establishments ireported that 
intermiftent leal~e has lzad rzo ir?zpact on prodztctix~i~ (81.2c%) undprqfitabiliy (93.7%)." 
Id. at 6- 1 1 - 6- 12 (emphasis added). 

These statistics are significant for purposes of the Department's cunent rulemaking. 
First, they confirm the Department's conclusion in its Report that employees rely heavily 
on FMLA leave to balance their work and family responsibilities; thousands more would 
rely on FMLA leave if they did not have to lose their pay for a covered absence. In the 
face of such strong reliance on the FMLA by those Congress intended its protections to 
reach, the Department needs the strongest countervailing evidence to curtail access to the 
rights it affords. 

Nothing in the Westat data provides such a basis. On the contrary, the statistics refute 
any argument that FMLA leave -- and in particular, intermittent leave -- has had an 
appreciable negative impact on American business. 

The results of the Department's Request for Information also caution strongly against the 
revisions proposed in the NPRM. First, after examining the 15.000 responses it received, 
the Department concluded that "in the vast majority of cases, the FMLA is working as 
intended." DOL Report, 72 Fed. Reg. at 35552. Thus, the RFI fails to call into question 
the souildness of the Westat study, and on that basis alone refutes any need to upset the 
careful balance between employer and employee needs that the FMLA has struck over 
the last fifieen years. 

Second, the Department acknowledges that its "Report on the RFI Comments is not an 
analysis or comparison of one set of survey data with another some years later" because 
"[tfhe RFI was not meant to be a substitute tbr survey research about the leave needs of 
the workfbrce and leave policies offered by employers." DOL Report, 72 Fed. Reg. at 
3555 1 n.6. In fact, the Report emphasizes "[t]he differences in data-gathering 
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approaches, the depth with which the RFI looked at the regulations, and, of course the 
self-selection bias by those who took time to submit comments to the RFI." Id. The 
logical conclusion fkom all of these observations is that the RFI shotrfd not und cuntzot 
substitute for the empirical evidence necessary to rnake wholesale changes in the 
carefully-balatlced FMLA regulatory scheme. 

Moreover, the Department states that the commetlts it received focused on three issues: 

( I )  Gratitude from employees who have used family and medical leave and 
descriptions of how it has allo~sied thein to balance their work and family care 
responsibilities, particularly when the) had their own serious health condition or 
were needed to care for a family member; (2) a desire for expanded benefits - 
e.g.. to provide more time off, to provide paid benefits, and to cover additional 
family members; and (3) fmstration by employers about difficulties in 
maintaining necessary staffing levels and controlling attendance problems in their 
workplaces as a result of one particular issue - unscheduled intermittent leave 
used by employees who have chronic health conditions. 

DOL Report, 72 Fed. Reg. at 3555 1 .  At the same time, the DOL Report sets forth strong 
considerations against making regulatory changes that respond to such employer 
"frustration." According to the Report, "the data indicate that if unscheduled intermittent 
FMLA leave is taken, most employers will be able to resolve these infrequent low cost 
events on a ease-by-case basis by using the existing workforce (or possibly bringing in 
temporary help) to cover for the absent workerjs]. and likely will viett- unschedzlied 
intermittent FMLA 1eal.e as an expected cost of'business." Id. at 35556 (emphasis 
added). As the Department also notes. some commentators, including employers and 
their representatives, candidly admitted that "the probleins being cited by the einployers 
[with respect to unscheduled intermittent leave] result more from management practices 
than the FMLA." Id. at 3563 1-32. Employees echoed this view: "[E]mployers are not 
using the existing FMLA procedures appropriately to challenge medical certifications and 
are instead si~nply refusing to accept certifications without seeking clarification or a 
second opinion." Id. at 35554. 

The Report also emphasizes the importance of unscheduled intermittent leave to 
employees. "[Clomments ti-om employees demonstrate that it is the unpredictable nature 
of certain serious health conditions that makes the use of intermittent leave invaluable." 
DOL Report. 72 Fed. Reg, at 3563 1.  As health care providers made clear, "often there is 
no way they can furnisl~ a reliable estimate of the frequency or severity of the Rare ups 
and thus are unable to provide all the infonnation required in the certification." Id. at 
35554. 

Evaluating the comments it recei\ed during the RFI. the Deparment concluded that 
"l]w]hile many employer comments used the words 'abuse' and 'misuse' to describe 
employee use of unscheduled intennittent leave, the Department cannot assess from the 
record how much leave taking is actual 'abuse' and how much is legitimate." DOL 
Report, 72 Fed. Reg. at 35552. It did note, however. that "the use of unscheduled 



intermittent lea? e appears to be causing a backlash by ernployers who are looking .for 
every sneans possible (e.g., repeatedly asking for more information in the medical 
certifications. especially in cases of chronic conditions. to reduce absenteeism)." fil. The 
DOL Report acknowledges that current certification procedures already burden 
employees. u.ho voiced their "concern[s] about the time and cost of visits to health care 
providers to obtain medical certifications and the potential for invasion of their pri+acy." 
Lei! 

Despite all of these strong reasons cited by the Department against responding to the 
highly selective complaints about intemittent leave with regulatory changes, the NPRM 
does precisely that. For example, the NPRM proposes to: 

* dictate the intervals between employees' medical treatments: 
* increase the arnount of notice employees must provide when they seek leave: 

make the content of the employee notice for FMLA leave far more specific; 
* require compliance with employer call-in procedures at the start of an 

intemittent absence: 
* require compliance with an employer's paid vacation or personal leave 

procedures in order to substitute such leave for FMLA leave; 
increase the number of times each year employers have the right to require 
medical certifications and recertifications; 
allow employers to require fitness-for-duty certifications every 30 days in 
connection with intermittent absences; 
allow employers to cosnmunicate directly with an employee's health care 
provider instead of through a health care provider hired for that purpose; and 
allow ernployers to communicate with an employee's health care provider 
without obtaining a waiver of confidentiality when seeking to verify the 
authenticity of a certification. 

In making such changes, the Department has upset the statutory scheme in which health 
care providers make professional judgments about their patients' medical conditions and 
ernployers who question those judbments have carefully tailored means of verifying thein 
by recourse to additional professional opinions. See 29 U.S.G. $2613(c) (employers are 
entitled to obtain second opinions when they have "reason to doubt the validity of the 
certification); id. 3 26 13(d) (employer may obtain "final and binding" third opinion to 
resolve difference between certification and second opinion and third opinions that are 
"final and binding" on the parties). Under the proposed regime, ernployers are nowi 
allowed to substitute their own judgment for those of health care providers. This is 
"manifestly contrary to the statute." C;uitcd States v. O'Hagan, 521 U.S. 642, 673 (1997) 
(quotation omitted). 

We oppose these changes and others. as we discuss below. The Department has chosen 
to listen to employer complaints occuwing at the margins of FMLA leave, which the 
DOL Report itself ackno~vledges. In changing its longstanding rules, DOL has failed to 
'"articulate a satisfactory explanation for its action including a 'rational connection 
between the facts found and the choice made. "' Motor t khicle *&I#I-s. Ass 'n v. Smtc F i t ~ ~ t ~ z  
A&ilr. -4uto. Ins., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983) (quoting Burli~fgturt Truck Lirzc.s, Inc. I.. Cizitcd 



States, 37 1 U.S.  156, 168 (1 962)); see John Matejkovic & Margaret Matejkovic, f f f t  
Ain 't Broke ... Cha~zges co FLMLA Regtlfatioivks ,4rc ,Vat izj'cedcd, 42 ~ I L L A M E T T E  L. REV. 
413,438 (2006) ("[Tlhe answers to FMLil. enforcement challenges are not found in the 
promulgation of new regulations when the ~ a s t  majority of current regulations afford 
acceptable protections for both employers and employees."). Despite some modest 
revisions that help employees, the Department should leave the current regulations in 
place. 

Section-bv-Section Comments 

Section 104 of the FMLA entitles an employee to return to the "position of enlployment" 
he or she held "'when the leave comnlenced" or to "an equivalent position." 29 U.S.C. 
2614(a)(l)(A)-(B). As the Department recognized in the Preanlble to the currei~t 
regulations. job restoration 'Ys ccntr"nl to the entitlement provided by [the] FMLA." 60 
Fed. Reg. at 2 182 (emphasis in original). Thus, in situations where an employee is 
jointly employed by two or more businesses, it is crucial to identify which employer 
bears the responsibility to restore an employee to his or her job at the end of FMLA- 
protected leave. 

Current Section 825.106 of the regulations deals with joint employment. Paragraph (c) 
states that "[flor employees of temporary help or leasing agencies, for example, the 
placement agency most commonly would be the primary employer." Paragraph (e) 
provides that "ljlob restoration is the primary responsibility of the primary employer" and 
also makes clear that '"[tlhe secondary employer is responsible for accepting the 
employee retunling from FMLA leave in place of the replacement employee ifthe 
secondaiy c~rzplo~~cr continues to utilize an enzployee,fi.orn the tcnzpor.ur-y or lensing 
agency, and the agent-y chooses to place the employee nlitlt the secoadury employer" 
(emphasis added). 

In response to the RFI, the AFL-CIO and other comrnenters urged the Department to 
revise the primary employer rule with respect to Professional Employer Organizations 
(PEOs). As we discussed, PEOs engage in "payrolling," a practice "in which client 
employers transfer the payroll and related responsibilities for some or all of their 
employees to the PEO . . . but the PEO does not provide placement services." 73 Fed. 
Reg. at 7880 (refere~lcing AFL-GI0 RFI Comments at 16). 

Commenters who addressed this issue agreed that, unlike traditional temporary or staffing 
agencies, "PEOs do not match people to jobs." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7850. They neither hire. 
fire, train. discipline, supewise, or evaluate their client's employees. Id. As a result, it 
makes no sense to consider PEOs as primary employers. In fact, desibmating the PEO as 
the primary employer for purposes of job restoration threatens to deprive employees of 
their key post-leave FMLA right. 



We comrnend the Department .for taking careful note of these comments and proposing to 
revise Section 826. I06 to acknowledge the special relationship between the PEO and the 
client emploqer. New Section 525.106(b)(2) would prixide. in relevant part: 

[Ilf in a particular fact situation, a PEO has the right to hire, fire, assign, or direct 
and control the client's employees, or benefits from the work that the employees 
perform, such a PEO would be a joint einployer with the client employer. 

73 Fed. Reg. at 7962 (emphasis added). This proposal only partially addresses the 
problem that DOL has identified, because a PEO "in a particular fact situation" may 
retain the right in tlzeoty to hire. fire, assign, or direct or control" the client employer's 
workforce. but may never in (act exercise that right. In these circumstances, it would 
defeat the purpose of the rule - to preserve an individual's job restoration right under the 
FMLA -- if the PEO became the primary employer for hiring and firing decisions that it 
does not exercise. Instead the client employer should bear the responsibilities of a 
primary employer. In order to better effectuate the intent of the Department to designate 
as the priinary employer the entity capable of fulfilling the statutory responsibilities of 
that employer, we believe the revision should read: "if in a particular fact situation, a 
PEO c.xerciscs the right to hire, fire, assign, or direct and control the client's employees, 
or benefits from the work that the employees perform, such a PEO would be a joint 
employer with the client employer." 

Section 825.108 (Public agency coverage) 

Under current Section 825.108, the test for whether a public agency is a separate 
employer for FMLA purposes is whether the U.S. Bureau of the Census's "Census of 
Governments" lists the entity as a separate agency. 73 Fed. Reg. at 788 1.  The NPRM 
sceks com~nents on whether the Department should revise this regulation to adopt the 
FLSA test, which treats the Census of Governments as only one factor in the 
determination of separate employer status. Id, 

The FLSA test is more appropriate under the FMLA. The Census detenninatioi~ is 
based almost entirely on governailce and taxation issues. As t l~e  Department has noted 
in two opinion letters, the FLSA factors are employment-specific, and include whether 
the two entities have separate payrollipersonnel systems, separate retirement systems, 
deal with each other at arm's length concenling the employment of the individuals in 
question, and whether one employer controls the appointment of the other entity's 
employees. Sec Wage & Hour Op. Ltr.. FLSA 2007- 12 (Dec. 3 1,2007): Wage & Hour 
Op. Ltr., FLSA 2006-21 NA (Oct. 5,2006). These factors are more appropriate for the 
FMLA, an emplopent  statute that "fits squarely within the tradition of the labor 
standards laws that preceded it" such as the FLSA. S. Rep. No. 103-3 at 5 (1993), 
f v r i~z ted  in 1993 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3, 7: see Fair2 1.1. I thnc  Cozmo, Auclitors? 385 F.3d 257, 
260-61 (7th Cis. 2004). 



Under Section 101 (7)(A)(i) of the FiWLA, an "eligible employee" must "ha[ve] been 
employed . . . for at least 12 months by the employer.'" 29 U.S.G. 5 26 1 1 (3)(A)(i). Under 
Section 101 (2)(A)(ii), tlie employee must have been employed "for at least 1.250 hours 
with such employer during the previous 12-month period." 29 L.S.C. 26 1 1 (2)(A)(ii). 

Section 825.1 l O(b)( 1) 
Current Section 825.1 lO(b) of the regulations pro\ ides that "[tlhe 12 months an 
employee must ha\ve been einployed by the employer need not be consecutive months." 
DOL "proposes a new Ij 825.1 I O(b)f I )  to provide that although the 12 rnonths of 
employment need not be consecutive. enlployment prior to a continuous break in service 
of five years or more need not be counted," with two limited exceptions tbr military 
service or pursuant to a written or collective bargaining agreement. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7882. 
We oppose this rule because it imposes an arbitrary time limit on bridges in service and 
incorporate the arguments we made in response to the RFI. AEL-CIO RFI Comments at 
9-1 1. The revision accedes to the wishes of the employer community without 
justification. 

As the Department itself recognizes, the FMLA imposes no limitations on breaks in 
service, and both the Senate and the House of Representatives made it clear that "[tlhese 
12 rnonths of employment need not have been consecutive." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7882 
(quoting S. Rep. No. 103-3 at 23 (1993). reprinted in 1993 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3, 30; see also 
H.R. Rep. No. 103-8, pt. 1 at 25 (1993). Indeed, in response to the interim regulations, 
employers argued that "determining past employment was burdensome, [and] too 
indefinite" and urged the Department to place various limitations on a 12-month coverage 
test in the final rule, including an upper limit on breaks in service. 60 Fed. Reg. at 21 85. 
The Department found that "there is no basis under the statute or its legislative history to 
adopt these suggestions." Moreover, the Department noted that employment applications 
often require "prospective employees to . . . disclose . . . [their] previous employment 
histories," and the employer's own records "should be readily available" to confirm such 
information. Id. 

Contrary to the position 
now finds a basis in the 
an employee's break in 

it took when promulgating Section 525.1 lO(b), the Department 
statutory text, combined with the legislative history, for limiting 
service under the 1 ?-month rule. The Department's cuwent view 

is that "the statute does not directly address the issue . . . and the legislative history 
provides limited insight into Congessional intent regarding extending breaks in 
employment." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7882. 

Yet the Department advances no credible reasons for this reversal. The hPRM refers to 
employer objections regarding "the administrative burden associated with combining 
previous employment periods," but these purported burdens are as vague now as they 
were when employers made them in 1993. In fact, in light of advances in electronic 
compilation and retrieval of data since that time, these complaints lack far more 
credibility now. And, while the Department also bases this revision on its "experience in 



administering the FMLA," it has not articulated anything about that experience that 
argues for, let alone compels, the proposed revision. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7582; see .niational 
Cable & Telecomnzztnie~tions Ass ' n v. B~*u.und~Y Iatcmcr Servs., 545 G.S. 967, 98 1 (2005) 
("Unexplained inconsistency is . . .a reason for tlolding an interpretation to be an arbitrary 
and capricious change from agency practice under the [APA]") (citing hfotor l2lzicle 
rtffrs Ass >n I*. State Farm Mu[. Atrro. Irzs. Co.. 463 U.S. 29,46-57 (1983). 

Nor does the First Circuit's decision in Rzlckcr v. Lee Wblcling Co., 47 1 F.3d 6 (1 st Cir. 
20061, pro\ ide a basis for the five-year rule. See 73 Fed. Reg. at 788 1-82. In that case, 
the Court deferred to DOL's view that '"a five-year gap in employment, such as the one 
Rucker bad, does not prevent an employee fiorn using his earlier employment to satisfy 
the 12-month requirement," Rzicker, 471 F.3d at 13. but declined to fashion a general 
rule to that effect. Ruckcr hardly stands for the proposition that a five-year rule is any 
more reasonable than a longer one. 

As we stated in our response to the RFI, most employers, whether on the advice of 
counsel or by following best practices, maintain emploment records for inore than five 
years. AFL-CIO RFI Com~nents at 1 1 & n. 18 (citing seven-year record retention). 
Under these circumstances, it makes no sense whatsoever to impose a five-year limit on 
breaks in service. We also noted that employees may retain records of their einployment 
for longer than five years which employers may well be able to verify. Id. In addition, 
imposing a five-year rule is likely to disadvantage certain groups of employees, such as 
women who take time out from employment to raise a family, on whom care giving 
responsibilities fall most heavily, Id. at 10. 

For all of these reasons, we oppose the Department's arbitrary rule imposing a five-year 
limit on breaks in service and urge it to leave the current rule in place or lengthen it to 
conform to standard recordkeeping requirements and practices.' 

Section 825.1 1 O(d) 
Current Section 825.1 10(d) states that "[tlhe determinations of whether an employee has 
worked for the employer for at least 1,250 hours in the past 12 months and has been 
employed by the employer for a total of at least 12 months must be made as of the date 
leave commences." DOL proposes to clarify "that when an employee is on leave at the 
time he or she meets the 12-month eligibility requirement, the period of leave prior to 

8 The Department also proposes to maintain the three-year record retention requirement in Section 
825.500fb). 73 Fed. Reg, at 7882. The NPRM further states: 

Thus, employers uiould have documentation to confirm previous employnlent for a fbrmer 
employee who at the time of rehiring had a break in service of three years or less. Where an 
employee relies on a period of employment that predates the employer's records, it will be 
incumbent upon the employee to put forth some proof of prior employment. 

Id "Etnployer's records" in the above statement shoukfi vzot refer to the employer's Fi\,fL24 records, which 
rrould require the employee to prove employment before a break in service of greater than three years. As 
ure discussed in text and in our response to the RFI. most employers keep employnlent and tax records for 
several addidonal years. The employee should only have to prove prior employment where these records 
no longer exist. 



meeting the statutory requirement is non-FMLA leave and the period of leave after the 
statutory requiremeilt is met is FMLA leave." 73 Fed. Reg, at 7883. 

In our response to the RF1 (AFL-CIO RFI Comments at 1 1 -12), we urged the Depaflment 
to affirm this meaning of the regulation, in conformity with the decisions of courts that 
have considered the issue. Brrhcock v. BcllSbzrth Adt>eriisiirlg a ~ d  Pubfishing 
Co~porarion, 348 F.3d 73 (4th Cis. 2003); Ruu'cr tJ. h4aine General hfc>dical Cetztcr, 204 
F. Supp. 2d 16 (D. Me. 2002). We continue to believe that this is the interpretation ofthe 
regulation that best effectuates the 12-month eligibility requirement of the FMLA itself 
and fully support the proposed claplfication. 

Section 825.1 1 1  (Determining whether 50 emplovees are em~loyed within 75 miles) 

Under Section 101 (2)(B) of the Act. employees eligible for FMLA leave do not include 
those "employed at a worksite at u;hict~ . . . [the) employer employs less than 50 
employees if the total number of employees employed by that employer within 75 miles 
of that worksite is less than 50." 29 U.S.C. $ 261 1(2)(B)(ii). "[Tlhe congressional 
purpose underlying . . . [this] proc ision was to remove the burden of providing FMLA 
leave from ernployers who do not have an abundant supply of temporary replacements in 
close geogaphic proximity to the employee requesting leave," regardless of whether their 
total workforce reaches the 50-employee threshold. Harbert I: Hc>althcai-e Scna. Gp., 
391 F.3d 1140, 1149 (10th Cir. 2004), cert. denied, 126 S. Ct. 356 (2005) (citing H.R. 
Rep. No. 102- 135(I), at 37 (199 1)). 

Current Section 825.1 1 1 (a)(3) applies this 50/75 rule to joint employment situations by 
providing that "[fJor purposes of determining that employee's eligibility, when an 
employee is jointly employed by two or more employers (see 3 825.106), the employee's 
worksite is the primary employer's office froin which the employee is assigned or 
reports." The RFI sought comments on this definition of "worksite" in light of the 
decision in Harbert, in which the Court invalidated Section 825.11 I(aj(3) "as applied in 
this case to a jointly employed employee with a fixed worksite" located at the facility of 
the secondary employer that had contracted with a placement agency for the employee's 
services. 7 1 Fed. Reg. at 69508-09; see Hnrbert, 39 1 F.3d at 1 154. No other court has 
decided this issue. 

The NPRM states that "[alfter weighing the co~nrnents on this issue submitted in 
response to the RFI, the Department believes it needs to amend the regulations to reflect 
the decision in fit-ber*t." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7854. Accordingly, the Department proposes 
to "modify 5 825.1 I I (a)(3) to state that after an employee who is jointly employed is 
stationed at a fixed worksite for a period of at least one year, the employee's worksite for 
purposes of employee eligibility is the actual physical place where the employee works." 
73 Fed. Reg. at 7884, 7965. Thus, the worksite of such an ernployee shifts from the 
primary to secondary employer after tlvelve months have elapsed for purposes of 
determining eligibility under the 50175 rule. 



While the Department states that "it needs" to revise the regulation pursuant to Harhert, 
it  provides no explanation for that conclusion. We oppose this modification, and 
incorporate our earlier comments as to why the current regulation is a pemissible 
construction of the statute, as the dissent found in Harhcrt. AFL-CIO RFI Comments at 
15-2 1. The proposed modification neither effectuates the purpose of the statute, nor 
eliminates the "arbitrary"' distinctions between solely and jointly employed employees. 

As noted above, the rationale behind the 501'75 rule is to alleviate the burden on small 
employers of finding a replacement for the employee on FMLA leave where the 
employer may "not habe an abundant supply of temporary replacements in close 
geographical proximity to the employee requesting leave," Harbert, 391 F.3d at 1149. 
By defining the worksite in a joint e~nplo_tment situation as "the primary employer's 
office from which the ernployee is assigned or reports." the Departinent appropriately 
maintains the focus of the rule in the joint employer context on the entity most likely to 
have the ability to find a replacement worker. As the dissent stated, "after all, the 
placement agency [that jointly employs the worker] specializes in hiring and placing 
employees within the area." Id. at 1 155 (Kelly, J., dissenting). Shifting the worksite 
after 12 months to the physical location where the ernployee performs his or her work 
does not effectuate the statutory purpose behind the rule, since that worksite now belongs 
to the employer who bears no responsibility for hiring and transferring employees. 

Moreover, the proposal creates an arbitrary distinction between jointly employed 
employees who have a fixed worksite for at least a year and those who do not. An 
employee who is eligible for FMLA leave on one day -- because her worksite is the 
worksite of the primary employer fi-om which she was assigned and where she meets the 
50175 rule -- may find herself ineligible for leave on the very next day -- because her 
worksite is now the location to which she has reported for at least a year and from which 
she cannot satisfy the same rule. Thus, we oppose this revision because it creates an 
arbitrary distinction that undermines the purpose of Section 101 (2)(B)(ii) and strikes the 
wrong balance between the needs of the worker and employers." Motor Vehicic h.1fi.s. 
Ass 'n L'. State Farni, 463 U.S. 41 8,456 (1983). 

Section 825.1 13 (Serious Health Condition) 

DOL, notes that "[tjhere are six separate definitions of serious health condition in the 
regulations" set forth at Section 825.114. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7585. This is because a serious 
health condition also involves inpatient care, for which there is one definition in 
subparagaph (a)(l), or "continuing treatmellt by a health care provider," for which there 
are five different definitions in subparagaph (a)(2). 29 C.F.R. 3 825.1 14. 

0 The current rule creates a distinction between sole and joint employers that is in harmony with the 
purpose of Section 101{2)(B}(iij. because it alleviates the burden on sinall business to find replacement 
workers in situations where they normally bear the burden of hiring. See Htirbct*t, 391 F.3d at 1 155 (Kelly. 
J.. dissenting). 



Paragaph (b) of this section discusses what qualifies as "treattnent." Id. Paragraph (c) 
addresses itself to serious health conditiolls by stating in part that: 

Ordinarily, unless co~nplications arise, the common cold, the flu, ear aches. upset 
stomach, minor ulcers, headaches other than migaine, routine dental or 
o~hodontia problems, periodontal disease, etc., are examples of conditions that do 
not meet the definition of a serious health condition and do not qualify for FMLA 
leave. 

Id. The Department proposes to define "serious health condition" generally in Section 
825.1 13, inpatient care in Section 825.1 14, and continuing treatment in Section 825.1 15. 
We support the Department's substantive treatment of serious health condition because it 
does not -- despite the urging of many employers -- rewrite the definition against 
Congress's intent. 

The proposed definition of "serious health condition" as "an illness, injury, impairment or 
physical or mental condition that involves inpatient care . . . or continuing treatment by a 
health care provider" remains essentially unchanged from the current definition in 
Section 825.1 14. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7965. We support that approach wholeheartedly. 

As we argued in our comments to the RFI (AFL-CIO Comments at 21 -24), and as DOL 
reco~mizes in the N PRM, the FMLA's definition of "serious health condition," 29 U.S.C. 
5 26 1 l(1 I), hinges on whether the individual has received inpatient care or continuing 
medical treatment, and not on the nature or identity of the illness or injury. "Conb~ess 
declined to establish any bright-line rules of what was covered and what was not." 73 
Fed. Reg. at 7886. As many commenters argued in the RFI, there is no objective 
evidence to show that the definition is not working, or that the definition has caused 
widespread abuse of FMLA leave. See 73 Fed. Reg. at 7885. 

Nonetheless, employers have long complained that certain illnesses should never qualify 
as serious health conditions and have argued that Section 825.1 14(c) supports such a 
restrictive definition. Courts have rejected this argument. See, e.g., Miller v. A T&T 
Coilp., 250 F.3d 820, 834-835 (4th Cir. 2001); Thorson 1: Gemini, Inc., 205 F.3d 370. 
380-381 (8th Cir.), cert. denied. 53 1 U.S. 871 (2000). 

The Department has taken an important step towards foreclosing argument on this point 
by explaining in the NPRM that the definition of serious health condition does not 
"categorically exclude" the "common ailments and conditions" enumerated in Section 
825.1 14. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7886. Instead, the Department makes clear that the conditions 
listed in that section are "merely illustrative of the types of conditions that would not 
ortrli~ar-i/y qualify as serious health conditions." Id. (etnphasis in original). 

The Department expresses concern. however, that since the inception of the Act it has not 
been able to "identifly] an alternative approach to the definition that mould still cover all 
the types of coriditions Congess intended to cover under the FMLA . . .without . . 
includiing s o ~ z c  condiriorzs that many hclicte l/ze legislative histoo. indicated slzotrld not 



hc cot~crcd." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7885 (emphasis added). Thus, leaving the current 
definition intact strikes the appropriate balance in this case. 

Proposed 6 825,115 (Continuing Treatment; Chronic Conditions) 

Section 825.1 15(a)( 1 ): Gontinuinrr Treatmeslt 
Section 825.1 1 iC(aj(3) of the current regulations defines a serious health condition 
involving "continuing treatment by a health care provider" as, itzter aliu: 

(i) A period of itlcapacity . . . of more than three consecutive calendar days, and 
any subsequent treatment or period of incapacity relating to the same condition. 
that also involves: 
(A) Treatment two or more times by a health care provider.. .; or 
(B) Treatment by a health care provider on at least one occasion which results in 

a regimen of continuing treatment under the supervision of the health care 
provider. 

The Department proposes to revise the definition of "continuing treatment" by placing it 
in a new Section 825.11 5 and by requiring in paragaph (a)(l) "that two visits to a health 
care provider must occur within 30 days of the beginning of the period of incapacity 
unless extenuating circumstances exist." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7887. According to the 
Department, this is necessary because "leaving the treatment requirement open-ended 
does not provide sufficient guidance for determining when the employee has a qualifying 
serious health condition." Id. "' 
The Department's proposal is arbitrary and capricious. See Che~tron, U.S.A., Inc. V. 

1Vaturcil Resources Defense Council, 467 U.S.  837, 843-847 (1984). First, the current 
regulation (paragraph 825.1 14(a)(2)(i)) already makes clear that "treatment two or more 
times by a health care provider," must "relat(cl to the same condition" for which the 
employee takes FMLA leave. The treatment requirement is not open-ended, as the 
Department asserts, but maintains a connection between the two visits through their 
relationship to the illness at hand. It is highly unlikely that two visits to a health car 
provider for the flu or other respiratory conditions will occur six months apart. But they 
may occur Inore than 30 days apart, depending on medical issues identified by the health 
care provider. Nonetheless, both cisits x~ill occur because of the same condition, and 
therefore satisfy the "continuing treatment" requirement. Thus, current regulations 
properly "do not specify a time period during which the minimum two exaininations must 
take place.'' George 1'. z4ssociated S'tationcrs, 932 F.Supp. 101 2, 101 5 (N.D. Ohio. 1996); 
see also Sunzmer~,ille v. Esco Co., 52 F .  Supp. 2d 504, 8 10 (W.D. Mich, 1999); .Junes 1.. 

I13illo~* G a d n s  Ctr.. 2000 U.S.  Dist. LEXIS 3559 (N.D. Iowa 2000). 

1 (J While the Department characterizes this change as a "clarification," we do not see how the 30-day 
requirement is anshin:: other than a major revision, since the current rule does not have a terltporal 
requirement. 



The proposed regulation retains the requirement that the two visits relate to the same 
condition. See 73 Fed. Reg. at 7966. There is no need to place an additional, temporal 
limit on the two \isits. 

The Department's choice of 30 days is also arbitrary and capricious because there is no 
evidence to support the agency's choice of that interval as opposed to any other. ?v2zi '1 
Cable & Telecontmunicafiorts Ass 'E I*. BrclrzdX Ifzft'met Ser+%s., 545 U.S. 967, 98 1 (2005). 
Nowhere in the NPRM does the Department discuss the medical reasons - or any other 
reasons - why two visits to a health care provider that occur within 30 days distinguishes 
between serious and non-serious health conditions for FMLA purposes. In fact, the only 
reference to alte~mative periods is the Depadment's rejection of the Tenth Circuit's three- 
day test in Jones Y. Denver Pub. Sch., 427 F.3d 13 15 (2005). 73 Fed. Reg. at 7887. ' ' 
And, while the DOL Report notes that many employers urged the Department to adopt 
that test, it does not refer to any other comments on this issue. See 72 Fed. Reg. at 
35570; Ragsdale 1: ?.t;b/vetine, 535 U.S. at 93 (agency rules invalid where they are based 
on ""generalizations [that] fail to hold in the run of cases'?). 

Even with the extenuating circumstances exception in proposed $ 825.1 15(a)(l), the 30- 
day treatrnent requirement will likely place significant obstacles in the path of employees 
with a serious health condition who seek to use FMLA leave. As the Department 
recognized in its Report, '"elmployees are co~lcerned about the time and cost of visits to 
health care providers." 72 Fed. Reg. at 35552. The financial costs associated with 
visiting a health care provider two or more times within a 30-day period may indeed be 
significant for many employees. 

The Department's proposed revision is arbitrary and capricious. It interferes with the 
legitimate decisions of health care providers about the appropriate timing of medical 
visits for serious health conditions that require absences from work and places 
unnecessary burdens on employees to schedule their visits within the rehalatory time 
frame. This proposal should be deleted from the final rule. 

Section 825.1 15(c)( 1 ) 
Current Section 825.1 14(a)(2)(iii)(A) defines a serious health condition involving 
"continuing treatment by a health care provider" as "[aa]ny period of incapacity or 
treatment for such incapacity due to a chronic serious health condition," and detines 
"chronic serious health condition as one which "[rlequires periodic visits for treatment by 
a health care provider.'' It does not define the term "periodic." 

Proposed Section 825.1 15(c) seeks "to define the term 'periodic' as twice or more per 
year, based on an expectation that employees with chronic serious health conditions 
generally will visit their health care providers with that minimum f-requency." 73 Fed. 
Reg. at 7588-89. The Department believes that defining the term "periodic" is 

I I We agree with the Deparlment's decision not to adopt the Tenth Circuit's interpretation in Jot?c~.s, 427 
F.3d 13 1-5. that the two treatments rnust occur during the period of more than three days' incapacity to 
qualify as a serious llealth condition. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7887. 
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appropriate because the lack of such a definition "leaves employers and employees in an 
untenable situation."' Id. at 7888. 

We oppose this revision for all of the reasons we oppose the 30-day requirement for 
"continuing treatment." Although the Department believes that the two or more 
treatments per year requirement is reasonable, it cites no etnpirical medical evidence or 
data showing that 'kmployees with chronic serious health conditions generally u ill visit 
their health care providers with that rninimurn frequency." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7888-59. In 
other words. the Department has failed to demonstrate that requiring two or more 
treatments per year in order to qualify for intemittent leave bears any rational 
relationship to the nature or treatment of chronic medical conditions. Once again: the 
Depa~ment appears to base its proposal on the business community's unsubstantiated 
claims that absences due to chronic health conditions constitute fi.equent and substantial 
abuse of unscheduled intemittent leave. Bzit sce 72 Fed. Reg. at 35552 ("[wlhile many 
employer comments used the word "abuse' and 'misuse' to describe employee use of 
unscheduled intemittent leave, the Department cannot asses from the record how much 
leave taking is actual 'abuse' and how much is legitimate"). 

It is far more reasonable to assume that many individuals may make several trips to their 
health care provider at the onset of a chronic condition such as asthma, migraines or 
diabetes, but return as little as once per year after learning how to manage the condition. 
See RagsdaEe I*. CVolverine n'orln! PF:idt., he., 535 U.S. 8 1.93. Under the new 
requirement, these employees will experience significant financial and time burdens in 
order to exercise their rights under the FMLA, and their health care providers will have 
no choice but to engage in unnecessary oversight and treatment. These visits will 
become a waste of time. See DOL Report, 72 Fed. Reg. at 35552 ("[eJinployees are 
concerned about the time and cost of visits to health care providers"). Given the fact that 
large numbers of employees are responsible for paying all or an increasingly larger share 
of the rising costs of health care, imposing a requirement of two or more treatments per 
year will likely result in financial hardship for a significant number of employees. We 
urge the Department to withdraw this proposal. 

Seetion 825.122 (Definition of Spouse, Parent, Son or Daughter, Adootion and 
Foster Care) 

Section 825.122(c) 
The Department proposes to move the current definition of spouse, parent, son and 
daughter (for whom an employee is entitled to take FMLA leave for a quaIifying reason) 
from current Section 825.1 13 to proposed Section 825.122. We comment, below, on the 
substantive change that DOL proposes to make in paragraph (c) of the new rule. 

The current definition of son or daughter includes a son or daughter age 18 or older and 
'"incapable of self-care because of a mental or physical disability." 29 U. S.G. $ 
325.1 13fc). DOL proposes one "substantive addition'3o paragaph (c) "to specify that 



the ctetennination of whether an adult child has a disability should be made at tlzc tirtzc 
Iria~r is io cc>mmcrzcc.." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7890." 

We question whether the Department needs to clarifji the regulatios~ in response to a 
single district court opinion issued a decade ago, partictilarly where it has not pointed to 
actual "'confusion about coverage." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7890. We are also concerned that the 
regulatictn could be read to mean that where an ernptoyee takes non-FMLA leave to care 
for an adult child because the child does not have a disability when the leave commences, 
the employee does not have the rigl~t to convert the absence into FMLA leave if the adult 
child subsequently satisfies the definition. We believe that the regulations support such a 
conversion of leave into FMLA-leave. This is consistent, for example, with the fact that 
an employee who has not worked 12 mo~lths for the employer at the start of the leave has 
the right to treat the leave as FMLA-qualifying once the employee meets the 12-month 
eligibility requirement. See 73 Fed. Reg. at 7883. 

Section 825.122(Q 
Current Section 825.1 13(d) provides that "[flor purposes of confirmation of family 
relationship, the enlployer may require the employee giving the notice of the need for 
leave to provide reasonable documentation or statement of family relationship." It also 
provides that "[tlhis documentation may take the form of a simple statement from the 
employee, or a birth certificate, a court document, etc." 

The Department proposes to revise this provision, which will appear in new Section 
825.122(t). The NPRM, however, provides a misleading description of the revision by 
stating that it "adds language in proposed paragraph (f) to clarify that the example of a 
statement by the employee as documentation should be a sworn, notarized statement." 73 
Fed. Reg. at 7890 (emphasis added). In fact, the proposal deletes altogether the term 
"simple statement" and substitutes for it the requirement of a sworn, notarized statement 
or other official documents: "This documentation may take the form of a child's birth 
certificate, a court document, a sworn ilotarized statement, a submitted and signed tax 
return, etc." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7968. 

We see no reason to prevent ernployees from proving the existence of a family 
relationship through a "simple statement" that is not notarized, as the regulations have 
allowed for 15 years. Indeed, the Department provides no explanation for this change 
except for "consistency wit11 the other examples used in the current regulations." In the 
absence of any evidence that simple non-notarized statements have proven problematic, 
this change is nothing more than one more hurdle for ernployees to qualify for FMLA 
leave. We therefore oppose this revision. 

" This change responds to the court's analysis of whether an adult child had a disability for purposes of 
FMLA coverage based on facts and circumstances in Bl?,unt 1.. Dcihui., 18 F. Supp. 2d 799 (k1.D. Tenn. 
1998). in which, according to DOI.. "the court conducted an analysis that occulred ~ * r / /  i$ter the leave 
cotnmenced." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7890. Tlie Departrrlent asserts that relying on "infornlation acquired after- 
the-fact causes confusion about coverage for both employees and employers." Id. 



Seetion 825.200 (Amount of Leave] 

Current Section 825.2013(f) provides that "[fjor purposes of detemining the amount of 
leave used by an employee. the fact that a holiday may occur within the week taken as 
FMLA leave has no effect; the week is counted as a week of FSKA lea~x." The 
Deparlment proposes lanh~age in new paragraph (f) to clarify how leave sl~ould be 
counted when an employee takes less than a full week of FMLA 1eax.e during a week 
including scheduled holidays. 

Under the revision, when "an employee needs less than a full week of FMLA leave, and a 
holiday falls u ithin the partial week of leave, the hours that the einployee does not work 
on the holiday cannot be counted against the employee's FMLA leave entitlement if the 
employee would not othenvise have been required to report for work on that day." 73 
Fed. Reg. at 7892. According to the Department, this proposed language is rooted in the 
principle that "the pertinent question for both overtime and holidays is whether the 
employee is required to be ar work."" Id. 

We agree with the proposed language for 9 825.200(f) that "if an employee is using 
FMLA leave in increments of less than one week, the holiday will not count against the 
employee's FMLA entitlement unless the employee was otherwise scheduled and 
expected to work during the holiday." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7970. The Department is right in 
recognizing that an absence should not be counted against an employee's 12-week FMLA 
entitlement when the employee is not required to be at work. Congress intended that 
employers count only "the amount of leave actually taken" against an employee's 12- 
week entitlement. 29 U.S.C. 2612(b)(2). See also S. Rep. No. 103-3 at 27,29, 
tagprinted in 1993 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3 , 3  1. To hold otherwise would be to "deny" the 
exercise of an employee's right to the .full amount of statutory leave, as well as to treat 
FMLA leave more harshly than other forms of workplace leave. Thus, the Department 
correctly concludes that: 

For an employee with a Monday through Friday work week schedule, in a week 
with a Friday holiday on which the employee would not normally be required to 
report, if the employee needs FMLA leave only for Wednesday through Friday, 
the enzployee %t.ould ztse only 3'5 of a week o f  FMLA fecclfe becatlsc the e~nployec 
is izot r"e-eqzlired to report for xurk on the Izolidq. 

73 Fed. Reg. at 7892 f emphasis added). 

At the same time, we strongly disagree with the Department's contention that "it rnay 
lack the authority to change th[e current] regulation to not count against the FMLA 
entitlement holidays that fall within tr-.ceks-long blocks qf'Fi2.fLA lear'e," 73 Fed. Reg. at 
7891 (emphasis added). because "[djiscounting the holidays that regularly fall kvithin 
those weekly blocks of leaye could well impermissibly extend an employee's leave 



period beyond the statutory 12 norrnal workweeks of leave that the Act permits." In: at 
7892.13 

The Department's rationale alludes to the Supreme Court's holding in Xagsdale r. 
I.t"oltter-.itle if70r-ld~t~icl'c, Inc.. 535 U .S .  8 1 (2002). That case addressed tthether or not a 
period of leave rhaf ~vould otJ~e~?.t'ise htlbttl gua/(fied as Fl%fLA1 letzr,e but for the 
employer's failure to designate it as FMLA leabe should not have been charged to an 
employee's statutory entitlement utrder Section 825.700(a) of the regulations. Id. The 
Court invalidated that provision because it ~vould have allowed the employee to take 12 
weeks of FL4fLz4 leave and then another I I! weeks of FMLA leave in contravention to the 
statute, Id. The question addressed here, howetter, is whether or not a particular day of 
absence should or should not count toward FMLA leave to begin with. If it does not so 
qualify, then it does not count against the 12-week statutory allotment. This question had 
no place in the facts or analysis of Ragsc-luEe. 

As tve said in our prior comments (AFL-CIO RFI Cotnments at 25). Section 825.200(f) 
"treat[s] continuous leave in a way that is both internally inconsistent and inconsistent 
with the method of counting intemittent leave." The NPRM identifies the correct 
principle, namely, "whether the employee is required to be at work," 73 Fed. Reg. at 
7892, and t l~e  Department should revise the language of paragraph (f) accordingly. ' b e e  
Che\>ron, U.S.A., ITZC. v. Niztional Resources Defense COLIYZC~I, 467 U.S. 837, 862 (1984); 
see also N.L.R.B. v. Curtin A.latl-aeson Scientijc, Irle., 494 U.S. 775 (1 990); Motor hhicle 
A@-S. Ass 'n I). State Farm f i t .  Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 42 ( 1983). l 5  

Section 825.204 (Transfer of an Emplovee to an Alternative Position During 
Intermittent Leave or Reduced Schedule Leave1 

The Department seeks comment on whether and how current Section 825.204 should be 
changed to remove the distinction between foreseeable and unforeseeable leave as it 
relates to temporary transfer to an alternative position. We oppose any changes to this 
rule. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7893. 

Under the FMLA, an employer may transfer an employee to an '"alternative position" 
with equivalent pay and benefits when the employee needs to take intermittent or reduced 

13 The Depafiment's "belie[f+j that it may lack the authority to change this regulation" because it would 
entitle employees to more than 12 weeks of leave. 73 Fed. Reg, at 789 1, alludes to the Supreme Court's 
holding in Rug.sdule 1.. I.thh>erine IZlovid Cli'de, Inc.. 535 U.S. 81 (2002). That case, however, did not deal 
with how to count absences, for purposes of FMLA entitlement on days for which the employee xould not 
othenvise have to report for work, and we think it sheds no light on the issue presented by Section 825.200. 
i 4 It is notetriofihy that for purposes of establishing whether an e m p l o ~ e  has worked the required 1.250 
hours, only "hours actually worked'" count towards the total. 29 C.F.R. 4 825.110. Eiolidays do t7of count 
toward an employee's total hours fbr detemiining eligibility. Set. Wage & Hour Op. Ltr., FMLA-70 iAug. 
23, 1995). 
15 While the NPRM cites employer concerns about the burden of having to take into consideration holidays 
~vhen computing an employee's leave, sce 73 Fed. Reg. at 7891. enlployers already have to do so with 
respect to intemittent leave under Section 825.205(a). 



schedule lease "that is foreseeable based on planned rnedical treatment." 29 U.S.C. $ 
26 12(b)(2). Neither the statute nor the current regulations allows employers to transfer 
an employee to an alternative position when the etnployee takes uefirc-.sceahle 
internittent or reduced schedule leave. In response to the RFL a sipificant number of 
employers '"questioned why the r e~ l a t i ons  permit an efnployer to transfer an employee 
only when the emplo5 ee's need for leave is foreseeable based on planned medical 
treatment as opposed to a chronic need for unforeseeable leave.'" 72 Fed. Reg. at 35608. 

For several reasons, we urge the Department to resist removing the distinction between 
foreseeable and unforeseeable leave for purposes of temporary transfer to an alternative 

age of Section 26 12f b)(2). That 
hibit transfers to an alternative 

position in the context of unforeseeable intermittent or reduce schedule leave. As the 
statute itself plainly prohibits transfers of this nature, the current regulations should not 
be changed. 

Second, the congressional distinction embodied in the statute makes sense. When an 
employee notifies the employer about the need for scheduled rnedical treatment, the 
employer has an opportunity to make a reasoned decision as to whether a temporary 
transfer is both feasible and desirable and can make any necessary preparations. Often, 
such treatment will occur over a period of weeks or months, and this provides the 
stability necessary for a temporary transfer to benefit the needs of the business and the 
employee. In contrast, when an employee takes unforeseen illternittent or reduced 
schedule leave, there is virtually no opportunity to plan or effectuate a transfer. And, 
since there is no regular pattern to internittent leave, the e~nployer will not be able to 
transfer the employee to the same position each time. It is difficult to see how this will 
work to the benefit of either the employer or the employee. 

Third, the current regulations prohibit an employer from "transfer[ing] the employee to 
an alternative position in order to discourage the employee from taking leave or 
otherwise work a hardship on the employee." 29 C.F.R. g 825.204(d). However. given 
the animosity that many employers have exhibited towards the use of unforeseeable 
intermittent or reduced schedule leave, the AFL-CIO believes that re~noving the 
distinction would allow employers to more easily retaliate against employees who take 
unforeseeable leave by requiring the employee to move from position to position, as 
described abol-e. This is precisely what the FMLA prohibits. 

Section 825.205 (Incrcn~ents of L,ca\.e for I~ltcrniittent or Reduced Schedule I,ea\re) 

Intermittent Leave 
The Department proposes to address the minimum increment of FMLA-qualifying leave 
that employees may take. by moving language from current Section 825.203(d) into new 
Section 825.205(a). This new provision would state: "When an employee takes leave on 
an internittent or reduced leave schedule, an employer may limit leave increments to the 
shortest period of time that the employer's payroll sjstem uses to account for absences or 



use of leave, provided it is one hour or less." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7971. In so doing. "[t)he 
Department is not proposing to increase the minimum increment of intennittent leave at 
this time," despite urging by einployers to do so. id at 7893-7894. 

Consistent with our prior comrnents (AFL-GI0 RFI Comments at 33 n.50), we support 
the Department's decision to make no changes in this provision, While e~nployers babe 
alleged that they face administrative burdens of keeping track of incretnents of 
intermittent FMLA leave, the regulatioli simply holds t h m  to the standard they 
themselves have chosen for other absences or leave where they also face administrative 
burdens. Moreover, many of the ernployer objections to pemitting the use of small 
increments of internittent lea\,e cited in the KPRM are, in fact, objections to intemittent 
leave in general, regardless of the amount used. See 73 Fed. Reg. at 7893. 

The Department appropriately recognizes "the importance of such leave to employees 
with serious health conditions" in deciding to maintain the current rule. 73 Fed. Reg. at 
7894. Requiring employees to take internittent leave in larger blocks of time would 
cause unnecessary absence and deprive employees of their full 12 weeks when they most 
need it. This result clearly violates the underlying purpose of the FMLA. 

Current Section 825.205(a) also provides that "[ilf an employee takes leave on an 
intermittent or reduced leave schedule, only the amount of leave actually taken may be 
counted toward the 12 weeks of leave to which an employee is entitled." In Wage & 
Hour Op. Ltr., FMLA-42 (Aug. 23, 1994), a flight attendant took three hours of 
intermittent leave once a week for two months that caused her each time to miss her ten- 
hour workday and the employer sought guidance as whether it could charge the entire 
occurrence to FMLA leave. The Department reiterated that under Section 825.205(a), the 
employer could only charge the employee for the three hours of leave that she actually 
took, and noted that the employer could require the employee to use another form of 
leave to cover the remainder of the time. Id. 

The Department now questions whether the likely result of such a rule is that the 
employee will face discipline for inissing the rest of the scheduled shift and asks whether 
"it is more appropriate to extend FMLA protection to the entire period of leave taken 
from the employee's assigned schedule in this situation." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7894. It 
therefore seeks comment as to whether it should permit an exception to the rule in 
Section 825.205(a) "in situations in which physical impossibility prevents an employee 
using intemittent leave or working a reduced leave schedule from com~nencing work 
mid-way through a shift . . . to allow the entire shift to be designated as FMLA leave and 
counted against the employee's FMLA entitlement." Id. 

We appreciate the Department's concern about the disciplinary consequences of its 
current rule. Ho\vever. tve believe that the statutory prohibition against interfering with 
or restraining the exercise of FMLA rights does not permit an employer to impose 
discipline on an employee who returns from intemittent leave and is ready to work. 29 
U.S.C. 3 2615(a). Moreocrer, DOL has not pointed to any comments in the RFI, or other 
evidence, indicating that employees are facing discipline in such situations. 



The suggestion that employers should have the right to charge their ernployees for a full 
shif% when they cannot return to work mid-shift because of the nature of the busitless 
appears to be drive11 entirelj by complaints from common carriers and other 
transpodation employers. SCC 73 Fed. Reg. at 7894. One employer has suggested that 
employees can abuse intermittent leace bq taking just a few minutes in order to acoid a 
"heavy fi&t bank." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7894. As we stated in our response to the RFI, the 
regulations provide employers with adequate tools to assess whether emploqees are 
abusing their FMLA leave. See AFL-CIO RFI Comments at 32-33. Another employer 
that operates an urban transportatior~ system seeks guidance on "scheduling intermittent 
leave" so as not to interfere with a transportation run, 73 Fed. Reg. at 7894, but this 
appears to be a concern about scdzed~tled intemittent leave. Both the current and -. 

proposed regulations at Section 825.302(f) prolide that "[rlhe employee and elnployer 
shall attempt to work out a schedule which meets the employee's needs without unduly 
dismpting the employer's operations, subject to the approval of the health care provider." 
See 73 Fed. Reg. at 798 1.  

Com~non carriers and other transportation employers face scheduling issues with respect 
to sick leave, not just FMLA leave. They generally have comprehensive systems 
designed to replace employees who take all types of scheduled leave, as well as those 
who call in with unscheduled absences for a variety of reasons." See Bhd qf' 
Maintenance of IVuy Employees I.: CSY Tmnsp., Inc., 478 F.3d 8 14, 5 18-8 19 (7th Cis. 
2007) (special characteristics of railroad industry, including "managing a work force" 
"that must start on time or . . . miss the train" has led to "elaborate" agreements that 
"balance the needs of the carriers and the needs of the workers"). Workers should not 
have to sacrifice their FMLA leace to deal with these scheduling issues. 

For all of these reasons, we do not think that carving out a special exception for specific 
industries to deal with such a narrow exception is warranted. 

Overtime 
"The Department also wishes to clarify the application of FMLA leave to overtime 
hours." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7894. The NPRM correctly observes that "[aln employee may 
be limited to working eight hours per day or 40 hours per week due to a serious health 
condition, and, under FMLA, has the right not to work overtime hours without being 
subject to any discipline. It is a reduced leave schedule." Nonetheless, "[e]inployers 
continue to have questions . . . as to whether and how the overtime hours not worked due 
to the serious health condition may be counted against the employee's entitlement." Id. 
According to the Department. language in the preamble to the current rule, see 60 Fed. 
Reg. at 2202, along with subsequent guidance provided by DOL, see Wage & Hour Op. 
Ltr.. FMLA- I 07 (July 19, 19991, has caused con&sion. 

I fi Flight attendants and pilots often fail to meet the 1,250 hours eligibility requirement. and they are two of 
the largest groups of workers unable to begin a workday in mid-shift. Therefore. airline employers may be 
overstating the inlpact of this issue for their business. We support the request of the Air Line Pilots 
Association in this rulemaking that the Department reconsider its refusal to count the time spent on 
layovers. on-call periods, and resenre status toward?; the tninir~lum hours requirement. 



We believe that this issue raises two related questions: First, when has the employee 
taken FMLA leave'? Second, if the emploqee has taken FMLA leave, what portion of the 
employee's 1 ?-week allotlnent does the leave account for'? We address ourselves to the 
first question, below, which seems to have generated a large part of the conl-irsion. 

In a situatio~l where the employee would be required to work overtime except for the fact 
that he has a sesious health condition that limits him to working eight hours a day or 40 
hours a week, and declines the overtirne on the basis of the serious health condition, the 
employer should be able to count the number of overtime hours the employee does not 
work as FMLA leave. Thus, we agree with the DepaiTment that "[ilf the e~nployee would 
be required to work the overtime hours were it not t-itr being entitled to FMLrl. leave. then 
the hours the employee would have been required to work (but did not) may be counted 
against the employee's FMLA entitlement." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7894. We believe this is the 
same as saying that if "the employee would otherwise be required to report for duty but 
for the taking of FMLA leave," then the hours not worked "may be counted against the 
employee's FMLA entitlement." Id. 

In our view, the key distinction is between voluntary and mandatory overtime, because 
employees do not have to "report for duty" when overtirne is voluntary, but do have to 
"report for duty" when overtime is mandatory. Thus, the Department's apparent rejection 
of that distinction, disavowing its earlier reliance on it, 60 Fed. Reg. at 2202, is 
conksing. Similarly, the statement that "the correct focus should be not on whether the 
employee would normally be required to use leave to cover the overtirne hours," which 
precedes the revised fornulation, is a convoluted way of stating that the test is whether 
the employee is required to work the overtime, and deflects from an understanding of the 
Department's current view. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7894. 

We urge the Department to make its overtime discussion clearer, along the lines that we 
have suggested. In addition, we think that the Department should provide several 
examples of FMLA calculations in the overtime context. 

Section 825.207 (Substitution of Paid Leave) 

Section 825.207(e) 
FMLA Section 102(d)(2) governs the substitution of paid leave for FMLA leave. 29 
U.S.C. 4 2612(d)(2). As the Departnlent recognizes in the NPRM, 73 Fed. Reg. at 7895. 
FMLA paragraph (d)(2)(A) allows an employee "to substitute . . . accrued paid vacation 
leave. personal leave, or family leave . . . for [FMLA] leave" taken for the birth or 
adoption of a child or because of the employee's own serious health condition. 
Paragaph (d)(2)(B) allo\.vs an employee '"to substitute . . . accrued paid vacatiotl leave. 
personal leave. or medical or sick leave . . . for [FMLAl leave" to care for a cocered 
family member because of the employee's own serioushea~th condition but also states 
that an employer has no obligation "to provide paid sick leave or paid medical lea\-e in 
any situation in which such employer would not normally provide any such paid leave." 



The fact that the statute provides a limitation on an employee's use of sick leave but no 
limitation on an employee's ability to substitute accrued paid vacation, personal or family 
leave led the Department to prc>mulgate cune11t Section 825.207(e), which states, "[nlo 
lirnitations may be placed by the emplojer on substitution of paid kacation or personal 
leak e." As the Department stated in the preamble to cussent Section 825.207: 

There are no liinitations . . . on the employee's right to elect to substitute accnted 
paid vacation or personal leave fi>r qualifying FMLA leave, and the employer 
may not limit the timing during the year in which paid vacation may be 
substituted for FMLA-qualifying absences or impose other limitations. 

60 Fed. Reg. at 2205. The Department proposes to ""carify" current Section 525.207 in a 
mantier which "now clearly states that the terms and conditions of an employer's paid 
leave policies apply and must be follotved by the employee in order to substitute any 
form of accrued paid leave." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7896. We oppose this change because it is 
not supported by the statutory language itself.I7 

The Department would read paragraph (A) as if it contained language similar to 
paragraph (B), such that an employer has no obligation to provide paid vacation leave "in 
any situation in which such employer would not normally provide any such paid leave." 
But "Congress did not write the statute that way." Cinited States v. ,3'g#talirz, 441 U.S. 
768, 772-773 (1979). '"IYlhere Congress includes particular language in one section of a 
statute but omits it in another section of the same Act, it is generally presumed that 
Congress acts intentionally and pusposely in the disparate inclusion or exclusion." 
Xussello v. Lizited States. 464 U.S.  16.23 ( 1983) (quotation omitted). Thus, the 
Department has no basis on which to conclude that "the differing lan~wage in the two 
subsections has the same meaning in each." Id. 

The Department's attempt in the NPRM to harmonize the two provisions of Section 
102(d)(2) falls short. After repeating what is already evident about paragraph (B), 
namely that it "clarifies the limits on the employer's obligation to allow the substitution 
of paid sick or medical leave," the Department states that "as the language in both 
sections of the statute makes clear, in all cases the substitution of paid leave pursuant to 
section 102(d)(2) is limited to the substitution of accrued paid leave." 73 Fed. Reg. at 
7896. This is what t l~e  text of Section 102(d)(2) states. But the common definition of 
"accrued" is "due and payable" or "vested." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY, 6th Ed. (1990). 
Accrued vacation is vacation that is due the employee. It is vacation in which the 
employee is vested because the employee has earned it. Contrary to the later 
interpretation by the Department in various opinion letters cited in the NPRM, see 73 
Fed. Reg. at 7896. vacation time that is "accrued by the employee does not lose that 
character simply because the employee cannot use it "during the FMLA lea\,e period" by 
virtue of other employmnent rules, Wage &: Hour Op. Ltr. FMLA- 18 (Nov. 15, 1993). 
Accordingly, the text and structure of the FMLA make abundantly clear that Congress 

I * ,  I'hr Department's proposed change anlounrs to much more than a mere "clariftcation." Instead. it 
represetlts a dramatic reversal of the cunerit regulation. 29 U.S.C. 3 2612(dj(2). 



intended that no limitations be placed on employee's ability to substitute paid vacation or 
personal leave while on FMLA leave. 

Moreover, as we discussed in our response to the Request for Infomation (AFL-CIO RFI 
Comments at 28) "[tlhe ability to substitute paid vacation or personal leave has had a 
significant impact on employee? ability to take FMLA leak e.'" Indeed, DOL's own data 
shows that the availability of paid leale not only affects whether employees take FMLA 
leave. but is the single inost important determinant of x hether someone who needs leave 
actually takes it. Many collective bargaining agreements require einployees to bid on 
vacation on an annual basis, and the Department's reinterpretation would foreclose the 
use of paid vacation in these workplaces. The Department correctly assessed the 
difficulties associated with taking unpaid leave when it gave employees the right to 
substitute paid leave for FMLA-qualifying leave. 

For all of these reasons, the Department should adhere to the plain meaning of the statute 
and its current regulation and refrain from imposing limitations on the use of paid 
vacation or personal leave. 

Section 825.207(i) 
"[Tlhe Department proposes to revise current $ 825.207(i) to allow the use of 

compensatory time accrued by public agency employees under the Fair Labor Standards 
Act . . . to run concurrently with unpaid FMLA leave when leave is taken for an FMLA- 
qualifying reason." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7897." DOL believes that this "would be beneficial 
to both the employee . . .and to the employer." Id. In addition, the Department "believes 
the proposed revision is consistent with the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in Christenscn 

I+. Harris Cozlizty, 529 U.S. 576 (2000)." Id. We oppose this change for the reasons 
stated below. 

Under Section 7(0) of the FLSA, 29 U.S.C. Ij 207(o),"States and their political 
subdivisions may compensate their employees for overtime by granting them 
compensatory time or 'comp tirne'." Christcnscn, 529 U.S. at 578. C o ~ n p  time is a 
"fom of compensation" for overtime in lieu of cash wages paid at the end of each pay 
period. Id. at 579. 

As discussed above, Section 102(d)(2) of the FMLA allows employees to elect to 
substitute, or the employer to require "any of the accrued paid vacation leave, personal 
leave, or family leave of the employee" for FMLA leave. The Depat-tment's current 
regulation at @ 825.207(i) addresses the substitution of FLSA colnpensatory time for 
FMLA leave. That section provides, "[~Jompensatory time off is not a form of accrued 
paid leave that an employer may require the employee to substitute for unpaid FMLA 
1 eave. " 

I X FL-SA comp tirne affects only employees of "a public agency w11ich is a State. a political subdivision of a 
State, or an interstate governmental agency." 29 U.S.C. 3 :O7(0). Therefore. the Department's regulation 
does not govern tile use of comp time in the federal sector. 



We agee  with the Department's initial view that the type of'bccrued paid leave that an 
employer may require the employee to substitute flbr unpaid FMLA leave" does not 
include FLSA compensatory time. As the Court made clear in Clzrisfcnsen, comp time 
under FLSA 3 7(0) is a form ofox~e~lime pay. By virtue of the Fair Labor Standards 
Amendments of 1985, Pub. L. No. 99-1 50.99 Stat. 787, C o n ~ e s s  gave "States and their 
political subdivisions [the ability] to cornpensate employees for overtime by gantitlg 
them compensatory time at a rate of 1 1 !2 hours for every hour worked." C~~ristcnsctz, 
529 U.S. at 579. 

Thus, we believe that the Department's reversal of position is contrary to the statute. Scc 
Che~~)*o~z, C:S.*4., Inc. v. iVa~ionul12~s.sout-et.s Defc>~zse G~z~ncil, 467 G.S. 837, 844 (1984). 
And, absent an explanation for why it now believes that FMLA 8 1 02(d)(2) authorizes 
employers to require the substitution of compensatory time the Department has proposed 
a revision to 3 825.207(i) that is arbitrary and capricious. See id. 

In addition, we do not agree that the proposed revision "is consistent" with Christcrzsetz. 
73 Fed. Reg. at 7897. That case did not deal with the FMLA, let alone the interplay 
between FMLA Section 102(d)(2) and FLSA Section 7(0). 

Section 825.2 14 (Eriiplo~cc Kieht to Keinstatenientl 

Section 104(a)(1) of the FMLA entitles an employee who returns from FMLA leave "(A) 
to be restored by the employer to the position of employment held by the employee when 
the leave commenced; or (B) to be restored to an equivalent position with equivalent 
employment benefits, pay, and other terns and conditions of employment." 29 U.S.C. 5 
2614(a)(l)(A), (B). The current regulations give effect to that right. 29 C.F.R. 5 
825.1 14. 

The NPRM notes that some employers want to restrict the right to job reinstatement for 
workers who take intennittent leave. We support the Department's conclusion that "no 
changes [in this provision] are appropriate under cunei~t law." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7898. 
Indeed, we do not believe that the Department has the authority to make any such 
changes, since Section 101 (a)(l) provides an unequivocal right to reinstatement to the 
same or equivalent position. Sce 60 Fed. Reg. at 21 82 (job restoration "is central to the 
entitle~nent provided by the FMLA.") 

Section 825.2 15 (Eauivalent Position) 

Current Section 825.2 15(c)(2) prohibits an employer from disqualifying an employee 
who takes FMLA leave from receiving a perfect attendance bonus if the employee "ha[s] 
met all the requiremellts for" this bonus "before FMLA leave began." The Department 
proposes to eliminate this provision so that employers have the right to disqualify 
employees from perfect attendance awards if they take FMLA leave. 73 Fed. Reg, at 
7899-7900. 



We oppose this change. Where an etnployee exercises a tegiti~nate statutory right to take 
leave, pe~lalizing such leak e violates the statute. As the Departrnent stated in Wage and 
Hour Opinion Letter FMLA-3 1 (March 3 I ,  1994), "[tlo deny such [perfect attendance]"' 
to an employee returning ti-om FMLA leave, in situatiolls where the employee is 
"'othemiise . . . qualified for the bonus except for taking FMLA leave" is tantamount to 
"interfering lvith the exercise of the employee's rights by discouraging the use of FMLA 
leave . . .as well as discriminating against such an employee." 

Section 825.216 (Limitations on an em~lovee's right to reinstatement1 

Current Section 825.216(a)( 1)  "addresses what happens \;\-hen an employee is laid off or 
the employee's shift is eliminated while the employee is on FMLA leave." 73 Fed. Reg. 
at 7899. The Department notes one commenter's view that under this provision a 
collective bargaining agreement" seniority provision might not "yield to the FMLA,*' 
whereas it would under Section 825.700. Id. 

We do not subscribe to this view. The FMLA itself governs the relationstlip between 
collective bargaining agseernents and employees' statutory rights. Section 302, 29 U. S.C. 
9 2652, entitled "Effect on existing employrneizt benefits" provides: 

(a) More protective 
Nothing in this Act or any amendment made by this Act shall be construed to 

diminish the obligation of an employer to comply with any collective bargaining 
agreement or any employment benefit projgam or plan that provides greater 
family or medical leave rights to employees than the rights established under this 
Act or any amendment made by this Act. 

(b) Less protective 
The ri&s established for employees under this Act or any amendment made by 

this Act shall not be diminished by any collective bargaining a ~ ~ e e m e n t  or any 
emplornent benefit program or plan. 

Courts have interpreted Section 302 to mean that the provisions of a collective bargaining 
agreement are trumped by the FMLA only where those provisions-whether they directly 
address family and medical leave or affect such leave by virtue of neutral rules- 
diminish FMLA rights. "Internal sick leave policies or any collectiIr bargaivripzg 
agi-cements are only invalidated to the extent they diminish the rights created by the 
FMLA." Callisotz 1.. Phila.. 430 F.3d 1 17. 12 1 (3d Gir. 2005) (emphasis added); see also 
Bhd, of iMainfefzuncc of IVay Emplo~vees v. CSX Transp. I m . ,  478 F.3d 8 14, 820 (7th Cir. 
2007). cert, denied. 128 S. Ct. 1 110 (2008) (employers cannot require substitution of paid 
leave if such requirenlent violates contractual provisions): Diaz I: Fort Ikuj*nc Foztndry 
Carp., 13 1 F.3d 71 1 ,  7 14 (7th Cir. 1997) (where "FFMLA does not tell employers how to 
send notices," employer "safely rnay use" collective bargaining agreement's "neutral 
rules"). 



We believe the regulations are consistent with the statute and judicial opinions. Section 
825.2 16(a) provides that "an employer must be able to show that an employee would not 
otherwise have been employed at the time reinstatement is requested in order to deny 
restoration to ernployrnent." As an example, paragaph (a)(l) provides that: 

If an employee is laid off during the course of taking FMLA leave and 
ernploment is terminated, the employer's responsibility to continue FMLA leave, 
maintain group health plan benefits and restore the employee cease at the time the 
employee is laid off, p~l'o\>ided rhe eyfzploye~- hirs no contintlif.rg ob ligariotzs utzder u 
eoEZeeti~*c bni.guini~zg agc-cement or orlzer--rz.ise. 

Because the provisions of a collective bargaining agrreement prevail Lvhere they would 
entitle the employee to greater rights than the FMLA, 29 U.S.C. $ 2652(a), the example 
in the current rule is correct. If the agreement (including its "neutral rules" governing 
seniority. Dim, 13 1 F.3d at 714) give the employee who is laid off while on FMLA leave 
a right to recall at the end of the leave, continuation of benefits, or other rights not 
provided under the FMLA, then the provisions of the agreement prevail. 

Section 825.700(a) states, in relevant part: 

An employer must observe any employment benefit program or plan that provides 
greater family or medical leave rights to employees than the rights established by 
the FMLA. Conversely, the rights established by the Act may not be diminished 
by any employment benefit program or plan. For example, a provision of a CBA 
which provides for reinstatement to a position that is not equivalent because of 
seniority (e.g., provides lesser pay) is superseded by FMLA. . . . 

Because collectively bargained rights cannot "diminish" FMLA rights, 29 U.S.C. 8 
2652(b), the exarnple provided in this rule is also correct. Thus, we believe that the rules 
are consistent and do not need to be clarified.'" 

Section 825.220 (Protection for Emplovees Who Request or Otherwise Assert 
FMLA Leave) 

Section 825.220(b) 
The Department has proposed several changes to Section 825.220. First, paragaph (b) 
"sets forth the remedy for interfering with an employee's rights under the FMLA." 73 
Fed. Reg. at 7900. In particular, the proposed language for Section 825.220(b) provides: 

[ 0 We are unsure why the t?rst two sentences of Section 825.700(a1 do not refer to collectiw bargaining 
agreements. This paragraph seems to tracks Section 302 of the statute, 29 U.S.C. 5 2651. which speaks in 
terms of plans. and benefit programs or plans czfzcl collective bargaining agreements. The third sentence of 
Section 825,70O(a). which illustrates the rule by reference to an agreement. is an indirect way of including 
collective bargaining agreements \tithin the scope ofthe rule. 



An employer may be liable for compensation and benefits lost by reason of the 
violation, for other actual monetary losses sustained as a direct result of the 
violation. and for appropriate equitable or other relief, including employment, 
reinstatement, promotion, or any other relief tailored to the h a m  suffered (see 
825.400(c)). 

73 Fed. Reg. at 7978. We ajgee with this proposed change for Section 825.220fb). It 
accurately md concisely states the remedies h r  interference with an employee's rights 
under the law. We also share the Department's view that "it is important that the general 
rule governing an employer's obligations under the Act also provide guidance on the 
remedy for such violations." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7900. 

The new language also appears in Section 825.300 and 825.301. We also comment on 
those provisions. below. 

Section 825.220(6) 
"[Tlhe Department proposes deleting the final sentence of current 8 825.320(6), which 
states that job restoration rights are available until 12 weeks have passed within the 12- 
month period including all FMLA leave taken and the period of f ight dtit;~." 73 Fed. Reg. 
at 790 1 (emphasis added). We agree with the Department that "the current regulatory 
language does not sewe the Act's purpose to provide job protection when FMLA leave is 
taken." Id.; see Wage & Hour Op. Ltr., FMLA-55 (Mar. 10, 1995). 

Light duty is not "leave" under the plain meaning of Section 102(a)(l) of the Act. 29 
U.S.C. 8 26 12(a)(l). Thus, as the Department has recognized, "[tlhe period of time 
employed in a light duty assignment cannot count . . . against the 12 weeks of FMLA 
leave." Wage & Hour Op. Ltr., FMLA-55; see 73 Fed. Reg. at 7901. As we argued in 
our cornrnents to the RFI (AFL-CIO Comments at 341, treating light duty as the 
equivalent of FMLA leave violates the statute's proscription against employer 
interference with statutory rights. 

The Department "has invite[d] comment on whether the deletion of this language may 
negatively impact an employee's ability to return to his or her original position fsom a 
voluntary light duty position." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7901. The NPRM makes clear that "when 
an employee is performing a light duty assignment, that employee's rights to FMLA 
leave and to job restoration are not affected by such light duty assignment." Id. 
Therefore, deletion of the conflicting language in cusrer~t Section 825.220td) should not 
have such an impact. Including the above-quoted language in the text of new Section 
825.220(d) would reinforce this point. 

The Department also "proposes to clarify" in Section 825.220(d) "that employees and 
employers should be pemitted to voluntarily agree to the settlement of past claims 
without having to first obtain the permission or approval of the Department or a court." 
73 Fed. Reg. at 7901. \.Ye oppose this change, as we did in our response to the RFI. 
(AFL-CIO RFI Comments at 36-39). 



In Taylor v. Prog/*cs.s Encrga. ( Taylof. 0, 3 1 5 F.3d 364.369 (4th Cir. 2005), aff 'd and 
reiuasf. on re/?., Taylor t.. Pr-ogrcss Energy (Taylor. I f ) ,  493 F.3d 451 (2007)' the court 
held that Section 825.220(d) "prohibits both the prospective aiid retrospectit e waiker of 
any FMLA right (u hether substantive or proscriptive) unless the wail~er has the prior 
approval of the DOL or a court.'" Taj.lor 1,4 15 F.3d at 369. On rehearing. the Secretary 
articulated her vietv of the regulation at issue. which was similar to the NPRM proposal 
described above. Nonetheless. the court "remain[ed] convinced that the plain language of 
section 330(d) precludes both the prospectitre and retrospective waiver of all FMLA 
rights, including the right of action (or claim) for a past violation of the Act." Tajlor, 
493 F.3d at 456-457. Rzrt see Foris 1.. I.tri1liams FVPC-Z Ztzc., 332 F.3d 3 1 6 (5th Cir. 
2003). 

Tcc*\.lor IZ rejected the Secretary's inte~pretation of Section 825.2201d) as "inconsistent 
with the regulation." 443 F.3d at 457. That court's discussion also belies the 
Department's assertion that the proposed revision does not represent "a change in the 
law." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7901. Indeed, the court traced the Department's "evolving 
argument" as to the meaning of the regulation - the agency first made a distinction 
between unwaivable "rights" and waivable "claims" (including the right to sue), then 
"acknowledged the problem" with this position, and finally modified it by stating that the 
mle prohibits only the prospective waiver of rights (including the right to sue). Taylor ZZ, 
493 F.3d at 458. 

Moreover, as it did in Taylor I, the court on rehearing rejected the Department's 
contention that "its reading of section 220(d) is consistent with the well-accepted policy 
disfavoring prospective waivers of rights, but encouraging settlement of claims, in 
employment law." 493 F.3d at 459 (quotation omitted). As the court noted, the 
Department's argument "overlooks an important exception in emplupent  law to the 
general policy favoring the post-dispute settlement of claims," namely, that "settlement 
of waiver of claims is not pemitted when 'it would thwart the legislative policy which 
[the employment law] was designed to effectuate. "' Id. at 459-460 (quoting Brook[~~n 
Sat: Bank 1: O 'Neil, 324 U.S. 697, 704 ( 1945)). Congess intended the FMLA to 
"foilour[] the FLSA model." "As with the FLSA, private settlements of FMLA claims 
undermine Congress's objective of imposing unifom minirnum standards" of 
employment. Thus, "section 220(d) follows the FLSA model and prohibits the waiver of 
all FMLA rights." Id at 460. 

The Departme~~t asserts in the KPRM that the cunent regulation "was intended to apply 
only to the waiver of prospective ridts." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7901. As the discussion in 
both Taylor I and II reveals, this argument has no merit. Exercising extreme caution in 
deferring to an agency's post-promulgation interpretation of a regulation, the court 
rejected the Department's cunent view of Section 825.220(d) because it is "inconsistent 
with what the DOL said it intended the regulation to mean at the time it was 
promulgated." 493 F.3d at 461. Indeed, the Court summarily dismissed the 
Department" argument that it had never addressed this issue in promulgating the final 
rule. Id. Quoting Tq.lor I, the Court concluded that '"[bly rejecting business's 
suggestion that waivers and releases should be allotved in connection with the post- 



dispute settlement of FhilLA claims, the DOL made clear that 5 825.220(d) was never 
intended to hake only prospective application."' Tq*lor 11,393 F.3d at 462. 

The NPRM offers only one reason -- adtanced solely by employers -- for its current 
iilterpretation of Section 220(d), namely, that prohibiting retrospectix~e waivers xvithout 
DOL or court approval will "encourage[] litigation and interfere[] with the public policy 
favoring pri\ ate resolution of disputes." 73 Fed. Reg. at 790 1.  \.Ye ha\ e already 
discussed the Tci"~/or court's rejection of the public policy rationale. As to encouraging 
litigation, the court in Tcj~lor II remarked: 

We are confident that boot the DOL and the courts will work diligently to deal 
with these cases in a prompt and efficient manner. The DOL already has a system 
in place for reviewing FMLA claim settiements in administrative cases, and it has 
had even broader experience in supervising FLSA settlements. The courts will 
only be supervising settlements in court actions brought pursuant to the FMLA, 
and we do not believe that this responsibility will create an undue burden. 

493 F.3d at 462-463. Important rights are at stake in Section 220(d). Congress intended 
to protect those rights by prohibiting the settlement of FMLA claims without DOL or 
court approval, This is what the statute as well as the current regulation. as interpreted by 
the Department at the time it promulgated this rule, compels. The Department should not 
deny ernpioyees this protection by clinging to a shifting and unpersuasive interpretation 
of a rule that the Fourth Circuit has twice discredited."' 

Section 825.300 (Emplover Notice Requirements) 

Section 825.300(a) 
The Department seeks comment on whether its FMLA electronic posting of notice 
alternative "is considered workable and will ensure that employees and applicants obtain 
the required FMLA infomation." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7903. We believe that electronic 
posting of FMLA notice may be a useful supplemental tool to apprise employees and 
applicants for employnnent of their rights and responsibilities under the Act. However, 
we oppose any measure that would supplant or weaken the statutory requirement (29 
U.S.C. 5 2619) that employers conspicuously post notice on their premises. 

We can easily envision situations in which electronic posting will not reach all ernployees 
and applicants. Large numbers of employees. particularly those with limited financial 
resources. may lack access to computers. Many others. particularly older employees. are 
unfamiliar or uncoinfortable with using computers and other electronic devices. 
Therefore. we are reluctant to embrace any change that xvould diminish the place of 
conspicuous posting of notice on an employer's premises. 

2 0  - Fhe Department's decision to ignore the two holdi~lgs in T~~jglor contrasts with its decision to abide by the 
holding in U 6 r t . h ~ ~ ~  ti. F ~ C L I / ~ ~ L . U Y C J  Sc>i-ts.s. Gp.. 39 1 F.3d 1 140, 1 149 (10th Cir. 2004). ccrt. cteniecl, 126 S. Ct. 
356 (2005): see 73 Fed. Keg. at 7884. What the Department's approach to these cases has in common. 
however. the weakening of employee protections under the FML.4. 



Section 3001 a)( 3) 
Proposed Section 825.300(a)(3) seeks to clarify the general notice requirements for 
co~ered  e~nployers with eligible employees as it relates to employee handbooks. In 
particular, Section 825.300(a)(3) provides: 

If an FMLA-covered employer has any eligible employees, it shall also provide 
this general notice to each employee by either including the notice in employee 
handbooks distributed to all employees or distributing a copy of the general notice 
to each employee at least annually (distribution may be by electronic mail). 

73 Fed, Reg. at 7978. The proposed regulation modifies the existing regulations by 
specifying that employers that do not utilize handbooks describing employee benefits and 
leave provisions must distribute a copy of the FMLA general notice to each employee at 
least once per year and may do so in written or electronic form. 

As we stated in our response to the RFI (AFL-CIO Comments at 40)' the Department 
should provide annual notice to employees of their FMLA rights. Requiring such 
distributiotl only by employers who do not have employee handbooks severely curtails 
the effectiveness of annual notice, particularly in light of the low level of knowledge 
about the FMLA on the part of employees. See DOL Report, 72 Fed. Reg. at 35554. We 
urge the Department to require annual distribution to all employees. 

Section 825.300(b) 
Proposed Section 825.300(b) seeks to change the cunent regulatory timeframe for an 
employer to notify an employee of his or her eligibility to take FMLA leave from two 
business days to five business days. The Depal-tment "specifically seeks comment on 
whether this timeframe will both impart sufficient infolrnation to employees in a timely 
manner and whether it is workable for employers." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7904. We urge the 
Department to make no changes to the cunent regulatoy timeframe. The cunent two- 
day notification period is reasonable and comports with legislative intent, 

Under the cunent regulations. the employer must notify an employee of his or her 
eligibility for FMLA leave "as soon as practicable" after the ernployee notifies the 
employer of the need for FMLA leave. 29 C.F.R. $ 825.1 1 O(d). Section 825.1 10(d) 
defines "as soon as practicable" as "two business days absent extenuating 
circumstances." See ulso 29 C.F.R. $ 825.208(b)(I). As recognized in the preamble to 
the final rule, the FMLA's eligibility notice provisions were specifically designed to 
require employers to make eligibility deteminations "'immediately' upon learning that 
[an employee's request] qualifies as FMLA leatie." 60 Fed. Reg. at 2207. This enables 
"both the employer to plat1 for the absence and the employee to make necessary 
arrangeirtents for the leave." Id, at 2 188. Expanding the regulatory timeframe for 
eligibility determinations from two days to tive days would make it more difficult for 
employees "to make necessary awangements for the leave."' For example. a parent that 
requests FMLA leave to care for a seriously ill child kvill find it dif'ficult to make 
appropriate a~angements while waiting five days for the employer to make a 



detennination. For these reasons, the Department should make no changes to the current 
t ~ ~ o - d a y  regulatory timefkame for employers to make eligibility deteminations. 

Moreover, the "absent extenuating circumstances" clause obviates the need to change the 
regulatory timeframe for eligibility notice h m  two days to five days. This provision 
was specifically designed to relieve employers from the two-day requirement where they 
face extraordinary difficulty in inaking eligibility determinations. Thus, it addresses the 
type of enlployer concerns referenced in the NPRM, 73 Fed. Reg. at 7904, and represents 
an appropriate balance between ernployer and employee interests. 

We support DOL's proposal to "require[] the employer to notify the employee whether 
leace is still available in the applicable 12-month period." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7904. 
I~lcreased workplace communication about statutory leave will promote better employee- 
employer relations about a process that has become fraught with controversy. 

Section 825.300ic) 
The Department seeks comment on whether its proposal to jettison the "provisional 
designation" concept set forth in the cunent regulations will "effectively co~nmunicate 
the required information to employees about their FMLA rights while relieving some of 
the administrative burdens for employers under the current process." 73 Fed. Reg. at 
7903. The Department believes that the current preliminary designation process "inay 
cause confusion over whether leave is protected prior to the actual designation." Id, at 
7903. We urge the Department to resist attempts to jettison the concept of provisional 
designation. 

The current provisional designation rules are an effective mechanism for facilitating the 
exchange of itlfomation between employers and employees concerning an employee's 
reasons for requesting FMLA leave. Preliminary designation of FMLA leave gives 
ernployees the comfort of knowing that their requests for leave will be approved provided 
they give their employer requisite infomation "which confirms the leave is for an FMLA 
reason." 29 C.F.R. $ 825.208(e)(2). Preliminary designation also gives employers the 
flexibility to "withdraw the designation" if the "medical certifications fail to confisrn that 
the reason for the absence was an FMLA reason." 29 C.F.R. $ 825.208(e)(2). We think 
that removing the concept of provisional designation would impede "effective 
communication between einployees and employers" relating to the employee's reasons 
for requesting FMLA qualifying leave. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7902. Accordingly, we oppose 
the Department's attempts to eliminate the concept of provisional designation. 

Proposed Section 825.300(c) outlines the Department's newr requirements for designation 
notice that an employer must provide. Current Section 825.208(b) requires employers to 
"pprmptly (within two business days absent extenuating circumstances) notify the 
employee that the paid leave is designated and will be counted as FMLA leave." 29 
C.F.R. i j  825.208(b). The Department's proposed designation notice requirement would 
require that "an einployer notify the employee within five business days (a change from 
the cunent requirement of two business days) that leake is designated as FMLA leave 



once the employer has suffjcier-rt infomation to make such a determination." 73 Fed. 
Reg. at 7095. 

For the same reasons we oppose DOL's attempt in Section 825.300(h) to change the 
regulatory timefraine for employers to notify an employees of their eligibility to take 
FMLA leave from two business days to five business days, the AFL-CIO strongly 
opposes similar language in proposed Section 835.300(c). In addition, as we noted in our 
response to the Request for Infonnation (AFL-CIO RFI Comments at 28) "[tlhe ability to 
substitute paid vacation or personal leave has had a sibmificant impact on employee's 
ability to take FMLA leave." Indeed, DOL's own data shows that the availability of paid 
leave not only affects whether employees take FMLA leave, but is the single most 
irnportant determinant of whether someone who needs leave actually takes it. Permitting 
employers to delay the decision to designate paid leave for up to five days will have the 
effect of discouraging employees from taking FMLA leave. The uncertainty associated 
with a longer timefi-ame for designating paid leave for purposes of substitution of unpaid 
FMLA leave will surely make it more difficult for employees "to make necessary 
arrangements for the leave." 60 Fed. Reg. at 2 1 53. 

For these reasons, the Department should not expand the regulatory timeframe for an 
employer to provide designation notice from two business days to five business days. 
We agree, however, that the employer must notify the employee "of the number of hours, 
days or weeks, if possible, that will be desibmated as FMLA leave." 73 Fed. Reg. at 
7905. This requirement should enable employees to more accurately plan their leave and 
therefore provide greater workplace stability. 

The Department specifically seeks comment on whether proposed Section 825.300(c)'s 
requirements for employers to provide employees with more substantive information than 
they must provide under the current regulations "both adequately protect employee rights 
and are workable for employers." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7905. The AFL-CIO supports these 
additional requirements. We discuss each proposed change below. 

We agree with proposed Section 825.300(c)'s additional lanbwage that "expressly 
requires the employer to inform the elnployee of the number of hours, days or weeks, if 
possible, that will be desibaated as FMLA leave." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7905. This 
requirement will allow employees to make more effective decisions with respect to 
arrangements for their leave. The Department accurately recognizes that in situations 
where an e~nployee requests a block of foreseeable leave and provides an employer with 
appropriate notice, "it should be relatively straightfornard for the employer to provide 
the employee with the amount of leave that will be designated as FhILA." 73 Fed. Reg. 
at 7905. 

In the context of unforeseeable intermittent leave h r  a chronic serious health condition 
\nrhere the exact amount of leave is unknown, we support proposed Section 825.300(c)'s 
require~nent that employers "must inforn~ the employee every 30 days that lea1.e has been 
designated and protected under the FMLA and advise the employee as to the a~nount so 
designated if the employee took leave during the 30-day period." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7905. 



This it~fomation will also facilitate leave-related decisions by employees who take 
unforeseen, internittent leave. 

The AFL-CIO supports the proposed section's new requirement that "an ernployer notify 
the employee if the leave is rzot designated as FMLA leave due to insufficient infomation 
or a non-qualifying reason." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7905. However, we believe that proposed 
Section 825.300fc)(2) should specify that in the event that leave is not desibmated as 
FMLA leave due to insufficient information, the employee must have an opportunit~r to 
submit additional infomation that would establish an FMLA-qualifying reason for leave. 

Section 825.300 
In light of the Supreme Court's decision in Rugsdnke v. I..tio/verine Itbrld~tvide, Inc., 535 
C.S. 8 1 (2002), the Department has undertaken to revise its regulations concerning 
remedies for an employer's failure to designate FMLA leave or determine eligibility in a 
timely fashion. In this regard, the Department seeks to codify in proposed Section 
825.300(d) Ragscl'ale's holding that remedies for a violation of the FMLA's notice 
requireinents must be tailored to the individualized harm. For the same reasons discussed 
above with respect to proposed Section 825.220(b), we believe that the proposed 
language concerning remedies accurately reflects the law in light of Ragsdntc. 

Proposed Section 825.301(d) (Employer Designation of FMLA Leave) 

In proposed Section 825.301(d) the Department seeks to allow employers to retroactively 
designate leave as FMLA leave as long as they give "appropriate notice to the employee 
as required by $ 825.300 provided that the employer's failure to timely desibmate leave 
does not cause h a m  or injury to the employee." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7980. UTe oppose such 
an open-ended designation. In order to minimize the h a m  that may be caused to 
employees, the Department should allow employers to make retroactive desigations 
only within a short period of time after commenceme~lt of the leave. 

In proposed Section 825.301(e), DOL sets forth the remedies for an employer's failure to 
timely designate leave under $ 26 17. 29 U.S.C. $ 26 17. For the same reasons discussed 
in our comments on proposed Section 825.220(b) we agree with the Depadment's 
language conceming remedies for proposed Section 825.30 1 (e). 

Section 825.202 (E:n~plo\.ce Soticc Kequircnlcnts for Forcsccable F\11.,1 I.eavc) 

Section 825.302(a) 
The Department seeks to change employee notice requirements for foreseeable FMLA 
leatie in proposed Section 825.302(a) by adding the requirement that "[iln those cases 
where the employee does not provide at least 30 days notice of foreseeable leave, the 
employee shall explain the reasons \vhy such notice was not practicable upon a request 
from the employer for such infomation." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7980. Under the cut-sent 
regulatioi~s, an employee has no such obligation to explain the timing of the notice. 



We strongly oppose propcrscd Section 825.302(a)"s explanation-upon-request provision 
because it unduly intrudes upon employee pritacy. There is no reason to gite employers 
unfettered discretion to demand that employees explain why they did not give 30 daqs 
notice of leave, particularly where the explanation may require the disclosure of sensitive 
medical or other personal information. Indeed, the Department notes one einployer 
representatil e tvho conceded that employers "often refrain from asking employees why 
they are absent for fear that they may invade an employee's medical privacy." 73 Fed. 
Reg. at 7908. The Department's proposal is nothing less than an inbitation to cross that 
line with impunity. In addition. a medical certification would provide a sufficient 
explanation as to the situation and alleviate the need for personal disclosure to a 
management representative. 

Section 825.302(c) 
Current Section 825.302(c) states that "[aln employee shall provide at least verbal notice 
sufficient to make the employer aware that the employee needs FMLA-qualifying leave, 
and the anticipated timing and duration of the leave." However, "[tlhe employee need 
not expressly assert rights under the FMLA or even mention the FMLA, but inay only 
state that leave is needed for an expected birth or adoption, for example." The burden 
then shifts to the employer to "inquire further of the employee if it is necessary to have 
more information about whether FMLA leave is being sought . . . and obtain the 
necessary details of the leave to be taken." Id. 

The Department attempts to clarify in proposed Section 825.302(b) what infomation 
constitutes "sufficient" notice when employees notify their employers of the need for 
FMLA leave. In particular, the Department proposes to add the following language to 
paragraph (c): 

[Slufficient information must indicate that the einployee is unable to perform the 
functions of the job (or that a covered family member is unable to participate in 
regular daily activities), the anticipated duration of the absence. and whether the 
employee (or family member) intends to visit a health care provider or is 
receiving continuing treatment. 

73 Fed. Reg. at 7908. We oppose the Department's attempts to re\-ise the definition of 
the infomation that constitutes sufficient employee notice. 

Courts that have construed the employee notice provisions of the FMLA and its 
implementing regulations have repeatedly held that "in providing notice, the employee 
need not use any magic %% ords." Surno~vski I.. A i r  Brooke Lir?zousilze, Itzc., 5 1 0 F.3d 395. 
(3d Cir. 2007). Rather, the courts of appeals have recognized that "[tlhe critical question 
is tvhether the infomation imparted to the employer is sufficient to reasonably apprise it 
of the employee's request to take time off for a serious health condition." .tlnnuel I.. 
tVe'cstluke Po(vme~ds Gorp., 66 F.3d 758, 764 (5th Cir. 1995); see also Ctioods i-.. 
DaimlerC1zr~~:rlc~- Corp., 409 F.3d 984, 990 (8th Cir. 2005); Breuzrzernan v. ,l.lcdCitnt~-a1 
flcalth $vs., 366 F.3d 41 2 . 4 1  (6th Cir. 2004). ccrt. IZcnicd. 543 U.S. 1 146 (2005). 



Thus. proposed Section 825.302(c) represents a significant increase in employee notice 
requirements. The new language shifts the burden to etnployees to pro\ ide information 
that is currently the employer's obligation to obtain if the initial notice is insufficient. 
The revision will also have the effect of requiring employees to know precisely ushen 
they must take leale and the duration of their leave before they pro\ride notice. Cf. 
Snr~zo~.ski, 501 F.3d at 402-403 {employees may provide FMLA qualieing notice before 
k~~owing  the exact dates or duration of the leave). In addition, we are concerned that 
employees will remain unalvare of their increased notice responsibilities under the new 
sule, which will jeopardize even further their ability to take FMLA leave. 

Section 825.302(dj 
Cinder current Section 825.302(d), an employer nlay require an employee to comply with 
the employer's usual and customary notice and procedural requirements for requesting 
leave. However, ""falure to follow such intenla1 employer procedures will not permit an 
employer to disallow or delay an employee's taking FMLA leave if the employee gives 
timely verbal or other notice." 29 C.F.R. 5 825.302(d). The Department seeks to revise 
the current rule to allow employers to impose a penalty for noncompliance with their 
normal procedures for requesting leave. 

The AFL-GI0 opposes the Department's proposal. This revision will likely have the 
effect of permitting minor deviations from an employer's internal notice policy to result 
in wholesale denial or delay of rights guaranteed under the FMLA. For example, an 
employee who calls a deputy supervisor instead of the chief supervisor may be penalized 
for not following the employer's customary call-in policy. The "unusual circumstances" 
exception in proposed Section 825.302(d) will not alleviate this problem. 

Section 825.302(g) 
The Department proposes to eliminate cotlfusion in current Section 825.302(g). We 
appreciate the Department's intent to provide clarity in this important provision, but we 
believe that the proposed revision creates its own ambiguity and therefore suggest an 
alternative revision. 

The first sentence of paragaph (g) states, "[aln employer may waive employees' FMLA 
notice requirements." The second sentence provides, "[Iln addition, an employer may 
not require compliance with stricter FMLA notice requirements where the provisions of a 
collective bargaining ageement, State law, or applicable leave plan allow less advance 
notice to the employer." The second sentence is important because it deals with 
negotiated agreements that provide for "less strict notice requirements," which are not the 
same as an employer's unilateral "\nfaive[r]" of notice requireinents altogether. 
Therefore, we think it is important to retain the second sentence so that there is no 
confusion over the effect of contractual provisions that shorten the notice period. 

We a g e e  with DOL that the third sentence of current paragraph (g) does not illustrate the 
principle of the second sentence with respect to collective bargaining, because the 
example provided deals with paid vacation leave, and not with family and medical leave. 



Therefore, we support DOL's proposal to delete this sentence. We urould retain the 
fourth sentence of paragaph (g) because it follo\vs logically fioin the second setltence. 

Taken as a whole. the provision would give guidance as to when an employer has the 
right to insist on the FMLA's notice requirements and when it does not. The cntlfusion 
caused by the current language would be eliminated. 

Proposed Section 825.303 (Emplovee notice requirements for unforeseeable FRlLA 
leave) 

Section 825.303(a) 
DOL proposes to retain the language of current Section 825.303(a), which provides that 
"[wjhen the approximate timing of the need for leave is not foreseeable, an employee 
should give notice to the employer of the need for FMLA leave as soon as practicable 
under the facts and circumstances of the particular case." However, '"he Department 
expects that in all but the most extraordinary circumstances, employees will be able to 
provide notice to their employers of the need for leave at least prior to the start of their 
shift." 73 Fed. Reg. at 79 10. 

We urge the Department not to include this clarifying language in the preamble to the 
final rule. The regulatory standard obliges the employee to notify the employer 
promptly, but recognizes at the same time that promptness depends to some degree on the 
particular medical situation faced by the employee. This is an appropriate standard. On 
the other hand, the prefatory language imposes a rigid, nearly universal standard that 
imposes unrealistic expectations on employees. This guidance conflicts with the rule 
itself and will inevitably lead to disputes about the timeliness of notice. 

Proposed Section 825.303(b) 
In proposed Section 825.303(b), the Department proposes "to require that the employee 
provide the employer with sufficient infomation to put the employer on notice that the 
absence may be FMLA-protected." 73 Fed. Reg. at 79 1 1. For the reasons discussed with 
respect to our comments on proposed Section 825.302(c), we oppose the Department's 
language concerning what constitutes sufficient infomation when an employee requests 
unforeseeable FMLA leave. 

Section 825.305 (3ledical certification, reneral rule) 

Cussent Section 825.3115 sets fosth the general rules applicable to medical certifications 
requested by employers when their employees seek FMLA leave, including their timing 
and content. Taken together, the proposed changes to this section make it more difficult 
for employees to take FMLA leave and expand employer sights to request information as 
a condition of taking leave, and we therefore oppose them. 



Section 825.305(b1 
Current Section 825.305(b) provides that when an employee has gitren at least 30 days 
notice of titreseeable leave, then '"the ernployee should provide the medical certification 
before the leave begins." This section also provides that: 

When this is not possible, the employee must provide the requested certification 
to the ernpfoyer within the time fi-ame requested by the employer (which must 
allow at least 15 calendar days after the employer's request), unless it is not 
practicable under the particular circuinstances to do so despite the employee's 
diligent, good faith efforts. 

No time limits for submitting medical certifications are specified in this section for 
unforeseen leave. 

Proposed Section 825.305(b) imposes more restrictive time frames on employees in 
several ways. First. DOL proposes that this provision be ""modified to clearly apply the 
15-day standard for both foreseeable and unforeseeable leave." 73 Fed. Reg. at 791 2. 
Thus, employees  ill 110 longer have the right to submit their certifications at any time 
before their leave begins where they have given at least 30 days notice of foreseeable 
leave, and they will now have only 15 days in which to submit the certification in cases 
of unforeseeable leave. 

Many workers who request FMLA leave face serious medical crises of their own or a 
family member. The proposed revisions impose tighter deadlines on employees at 
precisely the moment when they are least able to meet them. The stricter time constraints 
also impose geater burdens on health care providers. 

The Department takes the position that the timeliness requirements for both foreseeable 
and unforeseeable leave are set forth in Section 825.3 1 1 (a) and (b) and that its proposed 
revision of Section 825.305(b) makes the rules "consistent" with each other. 73 Fed. 
Reg. at 79 17. But the Department should not treat the later section as controlling. 
Section 525.305 answers ""[]hen must an ernployee provide medical certification to 
support FMLA leave?" while Section 825.3 1 1 answers "[wlhat happens if an employee 
fails to satisfy the medical certification and/or recertification requirements?" The logical 
conclusion is that the later section does not accurately restate the rules with respect to 
timeliness. This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that paragraph (a) of that section 
refers only to the 15-day period for submitting a certification in the case of foreseeable 
leave. which is plainly inconsistent with Section 825.305(b)'s allowance of 30 days. The 
Department has simply chosen to follotv the provision with the tighter restrictions. 

Proposed Section 825.305(b) makes ail exception to the deadline if "it is not practicable 
under the particular circumstances to do so [submit a certification within 15 days] despite 
the employee's diligent, good faith efforts." 73 Fed. Reg. at 791 1-12. Given the fact that 
timely subinissiol~ of a medical certification is in the hands of a health care provider once 
the ernployee makes the request, cve have serious concerns about the effectiveness of this 
provision. We believe that an employee who has requested a medical cet-tification and 



has followed up at least once with his or health care provider has made "diligent, good 
faith effbrts" that would excuse the failure to submit the ceftification on time, but we 
doubt whether employers, without specific ilistmctions from the Deparlment, tvould 
agree. 

The Department's proposal to add language to Section 825.305(b) requiring an employer 
to tlotifii an employee "if the certification has not been returned"' may lessen leave denials 
to some degree. However, we believe it is appropriate to provide an additional fifteen 
calendar days for obtaining the certification. This would conhrm the proposal to the 
facts in Li.barz v. Do2gencot-p  texas, Irzc., 393 F.3d 572 (5th Cis. 2004), a decision that, 
in the Department's view, makes it "necessary" to make this revision. 73 Fed. Reg. at 
7912. 

Section 825.305tc) 
The Department proposes to add a new Section 325.305(c). This section would 
distinguish between an '"incomplete" and "ininsuficient" certification and define both 
terms, require the employer to provide the employee with written notice of the particular 
aspects of the certification that are incomplete or insufficient, give the employee seven 
calendar days to cure the deficiency, allow the employer to deny FMLA leave if the 
employee fails to cure, and make clear that a certification that is never filed is "a failure 
to provide certification" rather than an incomplete or insufficient one. 73 Fed. Reg. at 
791 2. 

The Department has ample justification to require employers to "state in writing what 
additional information is necessary" when an employee's certification is either 
incomplete or insufficient. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7913. As noted in the NPRM, many 
employees, as well as their ad~rocates, complained that an employer's insistence on 
additional infonnation often becomes a moving target that ultimately defeats the request 
for FMLA leave. Id. at 79 12- 13. Along the way, the employee spends significant time 
and resources attempting to provide the information the employer has led him to believe 
is missing. Id. 

Nonetheless, we are greatly troubled by the Department's definition in proposed Section 
825.305(c) of "an insufficient certification." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7912. Employers voiced 
criticism that "a certification is 'incomplete' if a doctor states '~mknown' or 'as needed' 
[in response] to any question.'' Id The Departinent has responded by "agree[ing] that 
an adequate FMLA certification requires responsive answers" and defining an 
"insufficient certification as one where the information provided is 'vague, ambiguous or 
nonresponsive."' Id. 

Comments to the RFI from the health care community made it clear that certainty is not 
possible as to the duration of many medical conditions, particularly those that are ctlronic 
and long term. as well as the frequency and,'or duration of medically necessary leave. 
See, c.g., DOL Report, 72 Fed. Reg. at 35590; Colnments of American Academy of 
Family Physicians (Doc. FL 25) at 2-3 ("despite medical advances, absolute cures do not 
exist for all conditions making the duration of these conditions 'indefinite' or 'lifetime' 



from the current medical perspective.") Representatives of the medical community 
strongly reinforced this fact during the Department's stakeholders meeting conducted in 
September 2007 about medical certification. Therefore, defining an insufficient medical 
cefiitication as one that provides "vague, ambiguous or non-responsive" answers falls 
prey to the very difficulty that the medical com~nunity has identified, namely, that 
e~~lployers cor~tinue to demand certainty where none exists. See Proposed Form WH-380 
(Certification of Health Care Provider); 73 Fed. Reg. at 7994, Questions 5, 6.'l 

The Department proposes that an employer "state in writing what additional information 
is necessary and provide the employee with seven days to cure the deficiency.'" 73 Fed. 
Reg. at 79 13, 7982. However: the inevitable result of the proposed definition of an 
insufficient tnedical certification is that an employer will be able to deny leave under 
Section 825.305(d), when. in its unilateral judgment, the employee has not "cured" a 
health care provider's "vague, ambiguous or non-responsive" answers to medical 
questions that simply are not amenable to such specificity. See 73 Fed. Reg, at 7913. 
This result penalizes employees for the state of current medical knowledge, a result that 
is illogical, unfair, and without any basis in the FMLA itself. 

Section 825.305(e) 
Cursent Section 825.305(e) provides that "[ilf the employer's sick or medical leave plan 
imposes medical certification requirements that are less stringent than the certification 
requirements" under the FMLA regulations "and the employee or employer elects to 
substitute paid sick, vacation, personal or family leave for unpaid FMLA leave where 
authorized . . .only the employer's less stringent sick leave certification requirements may 
be imposed." We oppose DOL's proposal to eliminate this provision. 

As justification for its proposal, the Department asserts that it "has heard feedback that it 
is unclear what constitutes less stringent infomation and how that information would 
allow an employer to determine if the leave should be designated as FMLA leave." 73 
Fed. Reg. 791 3. The NPRM does not disclose the nature and content of that feedback, 
and the RFI did not seek comments on this issue. Thus, the Department has not given the 
public any basis on which to evaluate the merits of this claim. Instead, the Department 
cites a single Wage and Hour Opinion Letter, FMLA-108 (Apr. 13, "100). in which it 
found that the employer's certification procedures were more stringent than those under 
the FMLA for masly obvious reasons. Id. If this is the only "feedback" received by the 
Department, it does not provide any justification, let alone adequate justification, tbr 
making it harder for employees to substitute paid leave for unpaid FMLA leave in the 
new rules. Scc C!'zevfaon, CJ.S.A., 1nc. t*. 1'1%Itzfral R~SOZIYC~S 'ScfCnse Council, 467 U.S. 
837,844 ( 1984). 

Finally. we oppose the Department's proposal in Section 825.305(e) that "[wlhere the 
employee's need for leave due to the employee's own serious health condition, or the 
serious health condition of the employee's [qualifjring family member] lasts beyond a 

21 For these same reasons, we oppose including the statement in the revised medical certification form 
warning healrh care providers that "terms such as 'lifetime,' 'unknorvn.' or 'indeterminate' may not be 
sufficie~lt to determine FJLlLA coverage.'' 73 Fed. Reg. at 7995. 
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single leave pear . . . the employer may require the employee to provide a new tnedical 
certification in each subsequeftt leave year." 73 Fed. Reg. at 79 13. This results in 
utlnecessarp visits to health care providers as \'ell as increased paperwork burdens and is 
yet another hurdle DOL has placed in front of employees who try to access their FMLA 
rights. 

Both cursent Fo1-m WH-380 (Question 5.a.) and proposed Fonn WH-380 (Question l(b)) 
ask the health care provider to state "'the probable duration of the condition." Where the 
health care provider has specified that the condition is likely to last for more than a year. 
there is no purpose semed by requiring a cerlification before that period has lapsed, Yet, 
as with the proposal to allow for recertifications every six months even where the 
condition will last longer, see 73 Fed. Reg. at 79 18, the Departnlent has given employers 
one more tool to discourage FMLA usage. 

The Departnlent relies on Wage and Hour Opinion Letter FMLA 2005-2-A (Sept. 14, 
2005) at 2, in which the Administrator concluded that "an employer may reinitiate the 
tnedical certification process with the first absence in a aettl 12-month leave year" 
(emphasis in original). That conclusion was based on Wage and Hour Opinion Letter 
FMLA- 1 12 (Sept. 1 1, 2000) at 2, which held that an enlployer has the right to 
"recalculate[]" whether the etnployee satisfies the 1,250 hours of senrice requirement 
under the statute "at the time of the first absence for the condition after the conclusion of 
the 12-month period" (but not at the start of each period of intermittent leave during a 
single 12-month FLMA period). As the earlier opinion letter makes clear, the employer's 
right to recalculate an employee's eligibility for leave on an annual basis is based on the 
FMLA's definition of an "eligible employee," which includes fulfillment on an annual 
basis of 1.250 hours of work. 29 U.S.C. 4 2601(2)(A)(ii)." The statute has no malogous 
provision with respect to certification of an employee's health condition. Thus, there is 
no basis -for relying on the annual eligibility determination as ground for requiring in all 
situations an annual certification of the employee's serious health condition. The 
Department's proposed revision is arbitrary and capricious. See Che~lron, L'.S.A., Ivlc. I.. 
iVutiorzat Rcsoilrccs Defense Cozmcif, 467 U.S. 837, 844 (1984). 

" Wage and Hour Op. Ltr., FMLA-I 12 (Sept. 11.2000) (citing Bur,-on I,. Ruvon ,  1 1  F. Supp. 7d 676 
(E.D. Va. 1998)). in which the court held that an employee must &It-ill the 1,250 hours eligibility 
requirement at the start of the first period of intennittent leave for a serious health condition, rather than at 
the start of each period of such leave during the FMLA 12-month period). In rejecting the eniplo).er's 
suggestion that this would allow employees to satisfy the hours of service requirement only once during 
their employment, the court stated. "[clontrary to defendant's suggestion. however. leave cannot be taken 
Torever' on the basis of one Leave request. Instead, the statute grants an employee twelve weeks of leave 
per tit,cltge-month 17tpriod not indefinitely." Id. at 682-83 (emphasis in original). Neither the issue 
presented in Burr*on, nor the court's discussion. had any bearing on the issue in Wage and Hour Opinion 
Letter FMLA2005-2-A on which DOL now relies. and the Opinion Letter quotes the statement in B~trron 
court entirely out of context. Read properly, the court's statement lends no credence to the reasoning of the 
Opinion Letrer. 



Section 825.306 (Content of medical certification) 

FhfLA Section 103(a) sets forth the requirements for a "sufficient certiiication." 29 
U.S.C. $ 26 13(a). Pursuant to this statutory prokision. "[clussent $ 825.306 [of the 
regulations] addresses how much information an employer can obtain in the medical 
ccr~ification to substantiate the fact that a serious health condition exists." 73 Fed. Reg. 
at 791 3. The Department has now proposed revisions to this regulatioil. Id. at 79 15, 
7953. Our co~nments below address se-teral aspects of this proposal. 

The Department proposes to "add[] guidance in this . . . section as to what constitutes 
sufficient medical facts for purposes o f '  showing that the employee or family member 
has a serious health condition. 73 Fed. Reg. at 79 15. Toward that end, proposed Section 
825.306(a)(c) provides that: 

Such inedieal facts may include information on symptoms, diagnosis, 
hospitalization, doctor visits, whether medication has been prescribed, any 
referrals for evaluation or treatment (physical therapy, for example), or any other 
regimen of continuing treatment[.] 

Id. at 7983 (emphasis added).' We oppose this revision. 

The Department states that it "does not intend to suggest, by including such language, 
that a diagnosis is a necessary coinpo~lent of a complete FMLA certification." 73 Fed. 
Reg. at 791 5. However, specifying the medical facts, including diagnosis, that "may" be 
included in a certification will lead many employers to consider a certification that lacks 
such information as "insufficient" under Section 825.305(c); they will therefore deny 
FMLA leave to an employee who does not cure such a perceived "insufficiency" under 
Section 825.306(d). The employer comments cited by the Department in both the 
NPRM. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7915, as well as those discussed in the DOL Report. 72 Fed. Reg. 
at 35590. substantiate this concern, because employers continue to question whether 
certain conditions can ever qualify as serious health conditions, and resist the premise of 
the certification process that "[tlhe health care provider determines the appropriate 
relevant medical facts in any case." 73 Fed. Reg. at 79 15. This provision will give 
employers one more tool for denying FMLA leave to their employees. 

Section 825.306fc) 
We also oppose the Department's proposal to include in Section 825.306(c) language that 
states: 

an employer may request additional infomation in accordance with a paid leave 
policy or disability plan that requires greater i~?for~nafion to qualify for payments 
or benetits, provided that the employer infonns the employee that the additional 

Dot, notes that it chose not to require that the cursent certification include a diagnosis. 73 Fed. Reg. at 
7515 (citing 60 Fed. Reg, at 1221). 



information only needs to be prokided in connection with receipt of such 
payments or benefits. 

73 Fed. Reg. at 7983 (emphasis added); see id, at 791 6. This revision is inconsistent with 
the proposal to eliminate from cunent Section 825.305(e) language that provides: 

If the employer's sick or medical leave plan imposes medical certification 
requirements that are less sfr-ingelzt than the certification requirements of these 
regulations, and the employee or employer elects to substitute paid sick. vacation, 
personal or family leave for unpaid FMLA leave where authorized . . ., only the 
employer's less stri~zgerzt sick leave certification requirements may be imposed. 

(emphasis added). As discussed. the Department's rationale for eliminating the provision 
permitting employers to satisfy an employer's "less stringent" sick leave requirements is 
that it "has heard feedback that it is unclear what collstitutes less stringent infomation . . 
." Id. at 79 13. At the same time, however, the Depa~ment takes the position that 
employers should be able to determine unilaterally that their paid leave or disability plans 
require "greater information" and require employees to satisfy those requirements. This 
exercise in double standards penalizes employees twice, for now they can no longer take 
advantage of easier qualifying standards for some types of paid leave, and also become 
subject to employers' higher standards under other types of paid leave. The Department 
has exercised its selectivity in the service of employers and at the expense of employees. 

Section 825.306(d) 
The Department proposes to add a new Section 825.306(d) which states that where a 
"serious health condition may also be a disability within the meaning of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA), the FMLA does not prevent the employer from following 
the procedures for requesting medical infonnation under the ADA."' 73 Fed. Reg. at 
7983: see id. at 7916. We oppose this revision because it fails to make clear that an 
employer cannot require an employee to provide medical infonnation required only by 
the ADA if the employee chooses to pursue her FMLA leave rights exclusively. This is 
an important issue. As comments to the RFI demonstrate, employers continue to press 
for greater medical information than the FMLA permits. See DOL Report, 72 Fed. Reg. 
at 35589-92. The possibility that an employee who seeks FMLA leave might also have a 
disability under the ADA that would require accommodation if the employee sought 
ADA protection should not provide an excuse to demand inl-bmation exceeding the 
employer's entitlement under the FMLA. 

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has published a Fact Sheet on the 
FMLA and A~A.'?hese Questions and Answers make clear that an employer cannot 
lawfblly seek information under the ADA when an einployee chooses to invoke FMLA 
rights only. For example, Question 16 asks '"i]f an individual requests time off for 
medical treatment, should the employer treat this as a request for FMLA leace and ADA 
reasonable accommodation?" The Answer provided is as fbllows: 



If an employee requests time off for a reason related or possibly related to a 
disability. . . . the employer should consider this a request for ADA reasonable 
accommodation as well as FMLA leave. The employer may require FMLA 
certification and may makc additional disability-related inquiries if necessary to 
decide whether the employee is entitled to reasonable acconlmodation because 
s h e  has a covered disability. Nbu'etger, i f  the enzployer states that slhe only ~ t ~ a n f s  
to irzvoke rigiEzts zlnder the FlML'il, thrr c~?zployer. should not make adclitionul 
in y uiries related to ADA coverage. 

Id. (emphasis added: footnote omitted); see also id. at Question 18 ("While the FMLA 
does not prevent an employee fi-om accepting an alternatite to leave, the acceptance must 
be voluntary and uncoerced"). iVithout a warning that employers should not make 
additional inquiries related to ADA coverage when an employee elects to invoke only his 
or her FMLA rights, the proposed revision creates an opportunity for employers to 
exceed their authority under the FMLA. 

Section 825.306(e) 
The Department proposes to add a new Section 825.306(e) stating that employers may 
not require employees to sign releases of confidentiality in order to qualify for FMLA 
leave. This is an important amendment to the replations in light of the widespread 
practice of requiring such waivers, as documented by employees and their representatives 
in the RFI proceedings. See 73 Fed. Reg. at 79 16; see also 60 Fed. Reg. at 2222 
(rejecting waiver requirement in current regulations). Although the employee bears the 
ultimate burden of providing sufficient information to qualify for leave, this should not 
entail a forfeiture of privacy rights. 

Section 825.307 (,iuthcntication and claritication of'mcdical certitication) 

"Current 5 825.307(a) explains that a health care provider working for an employer can 
contact the employee's health care provider with the employee's permission for purposes 
of clarification and authentication of the medical certification." 73 Fed. Reg. at 791 6. 
The Department proposes two changes to this rule. First, it proposes to eliminate the 
requirement of employee consent when an employer seeks to authenticate the medical 
certification. Second. it has proposed to eliminate the requirement that all employer 
contacts with the employer's health care provider for purposes of both authentication and 
clarification occur through a health care provider hired by the employer. Both revisions 
jeopardize the confidentiality of employee medical infomation and provide employers 
with opportunities to abuse the information they receive. We therefore oppose them. 

Proposed Section 825.307(a) now states. in part: 

For purposes of these regulations, "authentication" means providing the health 
care provider with a copy of the certification and requesting verification that the 
information contained on the certification form was completed andior authorized 



by the health care provider tvho signed the document: tlo additional medical 
ir-tfomation may be requested and the employee's pennission is not required. 

73 Fed. Reg. at 7983. "Authentication5' stands in contrast to "'clariflcation."' tlrl~ich under 
the same provision "'means contacting the health care provider to understand the 
hand\\~riting on the medical cel-tification or to understand the meaning of a response." I'd. 

Limiting the scope of the "authentication" inquiry to whether the health care provider 
completed/authorized the certification is neither tenable nor enforceable. despite the 
admonition against asking for "any additional medical infomation," because contacts 
between people in the real world do not adhere to such definitional neatness, In fact, this 
proposal creates an invitation for employers to gain confidential facts about an 
etnployee's health condition and then use them as a basis for denying FMLA leave. 

The Department has no statistical data whatsoever indicating that there are tvidespread 
authenticity problems with respect to medical certifications. The NPRM notes only 
"several comment[Js" on this issue among the tens of thousands it received in response to 
the RFI. 73 Fed. Reg. at 79 16. Responding to these few comments by denying 
employees basic protections against disclosure of confidential medical infomation, 
defies logic and fairness and is arbitrary and capricious. See Ctze~jvon, U.S..4., Inc. 1.. 

il'atur*n/ Resources Defense Council, 467 U.S. 837, 843 (1 984). 

The proposal itself is deeply flawed for other reasons. First, it relies entirely on 
employers to respect the line between authentication and clarification in their dealings 
with health care providers, which they cannot do so without first understanding the 
distinction between the two inquiries. However, as the Department acknowledged in its 
Report, all the available evidence shows that there is widespread ignorance of the FMLA 
and its current rules among employers and employees. 72 Fed. Reg. at 35582. There is 
no reason to think that ernployers will readily absorb the Inore complicated rules the 
NPRM envisions. Moreover, employers will have to understand the relevant provisions 
of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), Pub. Law 
No. 104-91, and its implementing regulations, 45 C.F.R. Parts 160. 164. 

Comments by employees and their representatives also indicate that even under the 
current rules. "employers are already using the clarification process improperly to seek 
additional information beyond that included in the certification form or even to challenge 
the emp1oyee.s health care provider's medical judgnent." DOL Report, 72 Fed. Reg. at 
35592-93. Permitting employers to authenticate medical certifications without a waiver 
provides one more avenue for improper requests for information. 

Even the unwitting employer may ask "authentication" questions that cross the line to 
"certification" and elicit disclosures of protected health information under FMLA or 
HIPAA; the deliberate employer may make this a standard practice. HIPAA prevents 
disclosure of "protected health infomation" by a co? ered entity except with the 
authorization of the individual who is the subject of the information. 45 C.F.R. 9 
164.502(a). Protected health information means indit idually identifiable health 



infomation. scc id. 5 164.50 I .  and "[r]elates to the past, present or hture physical or 
mental health or condition of an individual: "re provision of health care to an individual; 
or the past, present or future p a p e n t  for the provision of heath care to an indit idual.'. 
!It. 6 160.103. Such a broad definition creates the strong likelihood that even a request 
for authentication will elicit the disclosure of collfidential rnedical infomation. In fact, 
one commenter urged the Depart~nent to allow employers to "confirm date, time and 
place of appointments. but not . . . to discuss the medical facts, the need for leave and the 
frequency and duration of leave" as part of the authentication process, thus demonstrating 
hocv easy it is to make faulty assurnptions about what constitutes protected infomation. 
DOL Report, 72 Fed. Reg. at 35593.'" 

Employees who are the victims of unauthorized disclosure of their medical infomation 
will have virtually no recourse. Not only will it be difficult to determine whether an 
authentication request has led to the disclosure of substantive health-related infomation, 
but even if the employee learns of this unlawful behavior, he or she will have no 
meaningful or tiinely way to challenge it. HlPAA provides remedies against covered 
entities (such as health care providers), but not against employers. See 45 C.F.R. $$ 
160.306, 160.3 12. And, by the time an employee follows the enforcement procisions of 
the FMLA, the need for leave will have passed. 

The Department also proposes to allow employers to contact health care providers 
directly, see 73 Fed. Reg. at 7983, instead of through "a health care provider representing 
the employer," as current Section 825.307(a) requires. "The Department believes that 
this change would significantly address the unnecessary administrative burdens the 
current requirement creates and, in light o f .  . . HIPAA . . .. will not significantly impact 
employee privacy." 73 Fed. Reg. at 791 7-1 8. 

As the Department notes, the AFL-CIO objected to this change in our cornrnents to the 
RFI. 73 Fed. Reg. at 791 7, We continue to oppose it, especially in light of the relaxed 
restrictions on obtaining "authenticating" informatioil froin the employee's health care 
provider. Employer comments relied on by the Department reveal that health care 
providers take their HIPAA obligations seriously in order to avoid unauthorized 
disclosures. Id. Provider-to-provider contacts are far inore likely to result in HIPAA- 
compliant communications, since both individuals will understand and respect the 
importance of medical confidentiality. Employees voiced strong concerns about the 
privacy of their health information that underscore this concern. DOL Report. 72 Fed. 
Reg. at 35593. 

Allowing employers to comt~iunicate directly with health care providers also canies 
substantial risks of inaccuracy and misinterpretation. Laypersons do not have the 
backb~ound to understand complex medical issues. and may also misinterpret simple 

" The fact that DOL proposes to permit authentication in proposed Section 835,307(a) and prohibit a 
request for "any udditioncri medical infomarion" certainly suggests that the information sought by the 
employer in authenticating the document constitutes medical information. Employers who choose to read 
the regulation this way may well believe they are justified in asking questions that go beyond 
authentication and into the realrn of clarification and supplen~entation. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7983. 



medical information for a variety of reasons. As one employer commenter stated in 
response to the RFI, requiring provider-to provider contact "not only protects the privacy 
of employees but also ensures that medical information discussed and ternitlology used 
while cfarifying and authentictlti~~g complete medical certificatiotls are understood and 
correctly interpreted.'" DOL Report. 72 Fed. Reg. at 35592. 

We are also extremely concerned that the proposed regulation permits n~zy representative 
of the employer to contact the employee's health care provider. The breadth of this rule 
creates the potential for serious breaches of confidentiality by management 
representatives who do not understand or appreciate the need for it, and a lack of 
decision-making standards ~vl-ten many such representatives receise and interpret medical 
infomation. It also creates the potential for retaliation against employees by 
management officials dissatisfied with the employee's job performance or use of 
protected leave. The employee protections afforded by requiring provider-to-provider 
contact far out-rveigh any expense or delay incurred as a result of such requirement. 

Section 825.308 (Recertifications) 

Current Section 825.308 regulates the intervals at which an employer may request a 
recertification from an employee. We oppose virtually all of the changes to this 
provision because they impose unnecessary burdens on employees who take FMLA leave 
as well as on their health care providers. 

Paragraph (a) of the current regulation permits an ernployer to request a recertification 
every 30 days for pregnancy, chronic, or permanentllong term conditions but "only in 
connection with an absence by the employee" (unless certain circumstances apply). For 
other conditions, paragraph (b)(l) provides that "If the minimum duration of the period of 
incapacity specified on a certification . . . is more than 30 days, the employer may not 
request recertification until that minimum duration has passed" (unless certain 
circumstances apply). Similarly, %.here "leave [is] taken intermittently or on a reduced 
leave schedule basis," paragaph (b)(2) provides that "the employer may not request 
recertification in less than the minimum period specified on the certification as necessary 
for such leave." Where no duration is specified, then the employer may request a 
recertification every 30 days (unless certain circumstances apply). SCG 73 Fed. Reg. at 
791 8. 

The Department proposes to change the intervals at which employers may request 
recertifications. Proposed Section 825.308(a) states a general rule that "an ernployer may 
request a recertification no more often than every 30 days and only in connection with an 
absence by the employee." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7984. New paragaph (b) provides: 

If the medical certification indicates that the millimum duration of incapacity is 
more than 30 days, an employer must wait until that minimum duration expires 
before requesting a recert-itication . . . . In all cases. an employer may request a 
recertification every six months in connection with an absence by the employee. 



The NPRM states that under this revised rule, "certified durations of 'indefinite.' 
'unknonn,' or 'lifetime"' would be subject to recertification every six months instead of 
every 30 days "under current law." 73 Fed. Reg, at 79 19 (citing Wage and Hour Op. Ltr., 
FMLA2004-2-A (May 25,2004)). LVe support this change for all of the reasons provided 
by comlnenters to the RFI and relied on by the Departmellt in the NPRM. 73 Fed. Reg, 
at 791 9. Recertifications on a 30-day basis thr long term conditions are not only 
burdensome to employees and their health care providers, but are highly unlikely to elicit 
usefiil information for making leave decisions under the FMLA. We note, however, that 
the proposed rule itself does not include language making clear that the six-month rule 
applies to conditions that are indefinite, unknown, or likely to last a lifetime, and urge the 
Department to revise the lan~wage accordingly, 

For the same reasons, we oppose allowing recertifications every six months for 
conditions lasting longer than that. Providing for a six-month internal between 
cedifications, regardless of the duration of the health condition, defeats the rule that 
employers cannot seek recertification befixe the period of the condition has expired. This 
will lead to precisely the same duplication of effort by employees and their health care 
providers that the Department has eliminated with respect to conditions of indefinite 
duration, as discussed above. For example, under the Department's proposal, an 
employer could require an employee with a health condition certified to last for nine 
months. who takes leave in the fifth month, to recertify at the six-month mark and then 
again at the nine-month mark. No purpose is served by requiring the employee in such 
circumstances to recertify in rapid-fire succession, 

Similarly, an employer could require an employee who had a degenerative condition 
certified to last a "lifetime," and who took leave at least once every six-months, to 
recertify every six months, despite the fact that the health care provider has already 
certified that the condition will not abate, See DOL Report, 72 Fed, Reg. at 35595 
(health care provider commenting that "[clhronic conditions extending a patient's 
lifetime such as diabetes and hypertension are not going to change and there is no reason 
the fonn has to be updated multiple times throughout the year,") Id. Such requirements 
are burdensome and expensive to both the e~nployee and the health care provider and are 
highly unlikely to produce an59hing but duplicative information. We urge the 
Department to eliminate the cutnulative recertifications that the proposal now authorizes. 

Finally. new Section 825.308(e) states, "the employer may provide the health care 
provider with a record of the employee's absence pattern and ask the health care provider 
if the serious health condition and need for leave is consistent with such a pattern." 73 
Fed. Reg, at 7985. This is consistent with the position already taken by the Department 
in Wage and Hour Opinion Letter FMLA2004-2-A under current Section 525.308(a)(2), 
and nothing in the revisions would change require a change in that position, Tl~us, we 
believe that it is not necessary to revise the regulation to include this provi~ion, '~ 

'" The NPRM seeks comment on whether DOL should revise the regulatiol~s to provide for second and 
third opinions on recertification. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7970. For a11 of the reasons we state in this submission 
with respect to the additional burdens already caused by pemitting nlore frequent certifications. 
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Section 825.3 10 (Fitness-for d u e  certification) 

Cuwent Section 825.3 10 gocems the circumstances under tvltich an employer may 
require a fitness-for-duty certification when an ernployee returns -fi-om FMLA leave. The 
Department has acceded to employer demands to expand their right to obtain such 
cerlifications. As the Department notes, many worker advocates. including the AFL- 
CIO, urged the Depart~nent in response to the RFI not to make such a change because of 
the unwananted burden this would place on employees. See 73 Fed. Reg. at 7920. 7922. 
tVe reiterate our opposition to these changes. 

Current Section 525.3 1 O(c) provides that '"a]n employer may seek fitness-for-duty 
certification only with regard to the particular health condition that caused the 
employee's need .for FMLA leave." It states further that "[t]he certification itself need 
only be a simple statement of an employee's ability to return to work." 

The Department proposes to revise this provision, in pertinent part, as follows: 

An employer may require that the certification address the employee's ability to 
perform the essential functions of the employee's job by providing a list of 
essential functions with the eligibility notice required by 8 825.300(b). If the 
employer timely provides such a list, the employee's health care provider must 
certify that the employee can perform the identified essential functions of his or 
her job. Following the procedures set forth in 8 825.307(a), the employer may 
contact the employee's health care provider for purposes of clarifying and 
authenticating the fitness-for-duty certification. 

73 Fed. Reg. at 7955. This expansion is unwarranted. The overwhelming number of 
employer comments relied on in the NPRM about fitness-for-duty deal with a perceived 
need for greater information with respect to employees in sqfeg-sensitive jobs. Id. at 
7920.'' Yet. the Department's proposed change to Section 825.3 10(c) allows employers 
to require "certification that the employee can perform the [identified] essential functions 
of the job" in all jobs, regardless of whether safety concerns play any role at all. Id. at 
7922. DOL has failed to show why "a simple statement of an employee's return to work7' 
in the overwhelming number of cases is no longer sufficient. Thus, we object to the 
scope of this proposal. It vastly exceeds what employers have asked for without 
providing any justification, and is therefore arbitrary and capricious. See Clzel'ron U.S.A., 
Inc., 467 U.S. at 843. 

LVe are also troubled by the fact that the proposal gives the employer the ability to come 
up with a list of the "essential knctions7' of a job regardless of whether a written job 

recertifications and fitness-for-duty certifications. we oppose this change. We see no benefit to be obtained 
from second and third opinions on recertifications. 
17 - St.(. ti/.io id. at 7921 (noting that 'kemployer comments indicate that the primary purpose of requiring a 
fitness-for-duty certification is to make sure the employee is able to resume work safely without harming 
the employee. co-workers. or the public"). 



description outlining them already exists. In a workplace that lacks written job 
descriptions for hiring, ekaluation, and other decisions. the employer should not hale the 
authority to create such a list for the purposes of deteminii~g if an ernployee is fit to 
return .from FMLA leave. This increases the likelihood that employers will use this as an 
opportut~ity to create arbitrary lists of "essential" functions in order to penalize 
employees for having taken leave. 

Moreover, the record lacks any e\ idence, received in response to the RFI or elsewhere, of 
employers' need to authenticate andlor clarify fitness-for-duty certifications. Under these 
circumstances, there is no basis for imposing these additional requirements on employees 
and their health care providers at the end of a period of FMLA-protected leave. 

For the same reasons why we oppose enhanced fitness-for-duty certifications, we oppose 
amending the regulation to require any additional information, such as second and third 
opinions. 73 Fed. Reg. at 7920-792 1 .  As the Department notes, it did not seek 
comments on this issue in the RFI. Id. at 7921. Nonetheless, it now solicits comments in 
response to a few statements by employers. The Department rejected this suggestion 
when drafting the current rule. It noted that the statute provides for second and third 
opinions on certification and recertification of a serious health condition, but not with 
respect to fitness-for-duty. Thus, the Department concluded that it was "unable to 
incorporate this suggestion in the Final Rule." 60 Fed. Reg. at 2226. Conzpure 29 U.S.C. 
$ 2613(c)-(d), ~ l i t h  29 U.S.C. $ 2613(e). The same statutory barrier still applies. The 
FMLA does not permit second and third opinions for fitness-for-duty. See Albert v. 
Rttr~yo~z, 6 F.Supp. 2d 57, 63 (D. Mass. 1998).'* 

Section 825.3 10@ 
Current Section 825.3 10(g) prohibits fitness-for-duty certifications when employees 
return from intermittent leave. In response to employer requests, the Department now 
proposes to give employers the right to request such a certification when an einployee 
returns from intermittent leave "up to once every 30 days if reasonable safety concerns 
exist regarding the employee's ability to perform his or her duties, based on the serious 
health condition for which the ernployee took such leave." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7985. 

We oppose this change and reiterate the concerns we stated in our response to the RFI, 
As we noted, such a requirement imposes enonnous and unnecessary burdens on 
employees in the absence of any evidence of a problem under the current prohibition. 
See 73 Fed. Reg. at 7922. In addition, there is nothing in the record that indicates that 
employers have encountered safety or other issues in the fi-fteen years that the regulations 
have prohibited fitness-for-duty certifications for intermittent leave, And, absent a clear 
definition of "reasonable safety concerns," this limitation on seeking a fitness-for-duty 

'"ne commenter has suggested that the regulations permit "a return to work physical conducted by the 
employer's physician." 73 Fed. Reg. at 792 1. The Department stated in the Preamble to the final rule that 
such an examination is "not prohibitled] . . . provided such exarliinaiion i s  job related and consistent with 
business necessity in accordance with ADA guidelines." but cannot take place before the employee is 
restored to her job. According to the Department, such an examination could "take place the first day of 
the ernp1oyee.s return to work." 60 Fed. Reg. at 3226. 



cer?itication will become meaningless. Employers will be able to make up their own, 
shifting detinitions of this term and applying it in arbitrary and inco~lsistent ways. 
Once again. the Departlnent has responded to employer concen~s that are anecdotal at 
best by re?\iarding them with enhanced attendance control measures. 

Second, requiring a fitness-for-duty certification eherq 30 days is both unnecessary and 
unworkable. Where the employee's health condition has not changed, there can be no 
purpose ser? ed by requiring repeated certifications at such short intervals, other than 
irnpctsing a burden on employees to discourage them h r n  taking leak e when they need it. 
In fact, the Department noted in the NPRM that at least one employer representative has 
suggested that ceiltitications "'could be regulated to prevent abuse by the employer by 
limiting such statements to certain time frames, such as once a quarter."' 73 Fed. Reg. at 
792 1. 

The 30-day requirement is unworkable because employees generally take intem~itterlt 
leave in periods that last for no more than a few days (and may even last for less than a 
full day). It is highly unlikely that an employee will be able to obtain a fitness-for-duty 
certification from the health care provider without giving more advance notice. And, in 
the case of chronic conditions, where the duration of the leave ]nay be uncertain, the 
employee may not be able to request the certification until he or she knows that the 
condition (such as a migraine or asthma attack) has subsided. Under the proposed 
regulations, however, providing the certification is a "condition of restoring an 
employee" to work. See 73 Fed. Reg. at 7985 (proposed Section 825.3 10(a)). Thus, 
failure to obtain a certification as soon as the employee is able to return will only prolong 
the employee's unpaid absence. This hardship will have the inevitable result of 
discouraging employees from taking FMLA leave when they need it. 

The Department recognizes "the potential burdens on employees who may need to 
provide both a recertification and a titness-for-duty certificate within a short period of 
time." 73 Fed. Reg. at 7922. The employee may have to provide an annual certification 
as well. As comments to the RFI made clear, health care providers are increasingly 
charging their patients for coinpleting a variety of forms, including FMLA certificates. 
The 30-day fitness-for-duty requirement will impose one more cost on employees wrho 
have already lost work time. and now have three different types of certifications they 
must submit in order to maintain their eligibility for FMLA leave and for retusn to work. 

Conclusion 

Moving forward with these proposals will provide employers w it11 the means to curtail 
their employees' use of FMLA leave without the slightest evidence justifying such 
increased control. tiye urge the Department not to upset the careful balance struck in the 
statute and current re~wlations between the rights of employees to take FMLA leave and 
the needs of employers to run tl-teir business. 
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